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ZZTOP
Texas has produced some of today's finest musicians. And the Z Z TOP band is
no exception. Z Z TOP is Billy Gibbons, Dusty Hill and Frank Beard. Together
they produce a brand of blues-rock that has been described as "fiery,"
“powerful," “fluid," “wildly inventive."
Z Z TOP has literally exploded throughout the South and Southwest, and the
excitement is spreading fast. Hear what they're up to on their
new LP "RIO GRANDE MUD."
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The

by Michael Watts

Confessions
of Stephen
("Manassas")
Stills
Even Neil Young might
have trouble prying words
out of Steve Stills.
But one night Steve
suddenly invited us to

dinner at his home...
and took a strange load
off his mind.

“The lights went on
In the room and It
was full of policemen.”

TT'or some time Peter Sellers owned
r the house, and then he sold it to
Ringo Starr, who only lived in it two
months because he hated having to
make the traffic-cluttered journey
every morning down the Guildford by
pass to Twickerham Studios where
they were shooting “Let It Be.”
Stephen Stills lives in it now—the
14 rooms with their oak beams sal
vaged from the Armada, the low fire
places, the sauna house, the Japanese
lakes, are his to roam. His status as
a musician is betrayed by a fullyequipped rehearsal room, and two
gold records on the living room wall.
On the same wall is a text from
George Harrison: “We’re all one and
life goes on within you and without
you.”
It ain’t me, babe: That song on
the “Sgt. Pepper” album has another
line about “The space between us
all.” It seems to aptly reflect the idea
of Stills as a man out on his own, an
isolated individual surrounded by ac
quaintances: The Loner. When you
ask him if Neil’s song is really about
him. he pauses a good long while
and then finally says he would have
thought it was more applicable to
Neil himself. A lot of people, he
knows, think the opposite.

C®fW

Before dinner he.sits tn an

»

and then in a gust of lau«h‘«r f
He's wearing an American foot
bailer's shirt, just like on the cover
of "Stephen Stills One-only its
got a number seven on it, not 41. But
his appearance isn't that of a football
player. If he was a little shorter and
slightly less heavy, he'd be everyone’s
picture of a jockey: the legs, in their
boots and blue jeans, faintly bowed,
the face lean and sharp, the body for
ever bent in a vaguely forward po■ sition.
Seven-man escape team: Without
warning. Stills has astonished Crosby,
Nash & Young followers by throw
ing the wraps off a group of his own,
Manassas, then unleasing a new al
bum of the same name (on Atlantic
Records). The
seven-man group
throbs with the promise of fresh cre
ations, but its album has actually
burrowed back into the warm soil of
Stills’ musical roots. Steven’s begin
nings are in black music, but more
specifically in soul. His new album,
though, is more than half taken up
with stone blues from the Deep South.
And one of the sides is pretty much
country. He's recorded it with a band,
also called Manassas, which has Chris
Hillman, on guitar. Al Perkins (also
from the Burritos) on steel and Tele
caster, Joe Lala on congas, Paul Har
ris, organ, Fuzzy Samuels, bass, and
Dallas Taylor, drums. He says the
album sounds like Buffalo Springfield.
Break open the charisma: Is that
what he wanted to get back to? "Sort
of." Don't look back and all that
stuff! He smiles thinly. " ‘Don't Look
At My Shadow, It's Behind Me’ is a
song I wrote on this album. I've just
said, let’s get simple and right and be
flash enough to carry on with a little
charisma. When Buffalo Springfield
started we were the rockingest. jumpingest mother!—s you ever seen," he
chuckled throatily, “and it never got
recorded.
"Bruce Palmer and Dewey Martin
could really get like that. Bruce was
very affected by the Rolling Stones,
y'know. He would lay down a groove
and we could've done anything. His
relationship with me and Neil and
Dewey was the focal point of the
group. He was the focus that balanced
Neil and I. Richie's power was in his
showmanship." His eyes turned va
cantly on the silent television screen
in reminiscence.
.... .
A sexual monkey wrench:
l of Stand
beginning, Neil would sort
axe and be
off at the side and play his a
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Manassas: Stills had good reasons for
spiking the MANASSAS LP with a shot of
Buffalo Springfield flavor. Reason num
ber one was that Springfield were "the
rockingest, jumpingest mothers you ever
seen."

Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young: The ten
sions revolve around "suspicions of sabo
tage.”

Hendrix was one of Still’s favorite peo
ple. But whenever they played together
there were problems.

very cool, and everybody dug that
about him. And I was on the other
side of the stage calling it. I would
call the show. That was before the ego
trips, when we lived together. We did
everything, y’kqow. We’d cram our
selves into a car together and all go
off to the gig. But then we started
working the Whisky and all those
strange chicks started in on me and
Neil, and it kind of blew the whole
balance.
‘‘I remember particularly one time
in New York, before Bruce really be
gan to withdraw. He just looked at
me and said: ‘This band is jive, this
band is getting jive, man!’ He very
seldom talked, and when he did it
was philosophy and stuff like that. An
extremely intellectual man, really selfcontained.
Trouble with Neil Young: “But my
temper was starting to get in the way
’cos I would watch the shit go down.
I was pissed off, and I sensed that
Neil was resenting the fact that I
was starting to play lead guitar. I
was the arranger, and all of a sudden
I was treading on his territory, so he
started getting into mine and so forth
and we just got into this ridiculous
21-year-old boys in the band gig.
Then we were finding fault with
everything. Everything started to lose
proportion and it got stupid, y’know.
It was just dumb, a kid’s trip. Chris
and I can relate the same experiences
about the Byrds that brought on the
same trouble—trouble with David and
Roger.’’
Heroin hang-up: The theme of
drugs has always weaved in and out
of Stills’ life as a musician. He’ll talk
about drugs, but warily, because he
knows that while the public is open
to discussion on certain areas, others
are not yet regarded as permissible.
And besides, he’s concerned that there
should not be any emulation of the
habits of rock stars. He is emphatic
ally against the use of heroin. It may
be unhip, he says, but he’s one of
those musicians who’s profoundly
anti-heroin and he’ll do his best to
preach against it.
On the subject of coke—which is
in wide use on the rock scene, espe
cially in America—he treads very ,
carefully. A couple of years ago, he
says, he was “a coke head." He had
a reputation for it. That’s in the past
now. He’s read extensively about the
drug and is aware of the danger of
an aneurism in the brain—a burst
blood vessel that can lead to cerebral
haemorrhage.
The marijuana maze: At the start,
he says. it was just hash and grass.
He stopped that three years ago be
cause he found his metabolism was

such that he couldn’t handle it: “I’m
now 27, but I didn't really start to
grow up until around 25, and then
I went through a period of self-aware
ness. I started operating on the fact
that my head was too fast to begin
with, that I was a fairly high-energy
person, and that when I got blown
away on grass it would all become
confused and wouldn’t really calm
me down. In my very early twenties
I was a tremendous pothead and had
a real good time doing it, but after
a while it made everything a big jum
ble. I found myself sitting in places
vegetating with absolutely nothing to
contribute to a conversation.
Smacked out: "People would start
talking about something that I was
perfectly capable of discussing, and
I would sit there like this”—he
slumped in his chair—“as if I was
smacked out. I could hear the guy
talking and understand him, and the
answer would come, but by the time
I got it together it said something
else, another perspective had occur
red to me which would negate the
first thing that I thought of. That
situation can get you pretty neurotic.
Which I got. So I just put it down."
His notorious bust last year, how
ever. was not for coke but for pills.
Downers. It was just dumb, he says.
There had been four of them in
an hotel and there were all kinds of
drugs around—“uppers and downers,
pot and coke, and lots of other stuff.
I took responsibility basically for
everything. I got a fine, which was
hefty enough but fair within the law.
A little help from the police:
“What happened was that I took some
pills, got blown away, and blew my
cool, and it ended up like I was ODing on pills, and so they had to call
an ambulance. We were all drugged
up and somebody crashed on the
door and I got up and kinda stag
gered over to it—I thought one of
the people didn’t have their key to the
room—and the couple across the hall
were standing there and went
“aaaargh!’ They called the manager
and everybody. I don't remember any
thing else until the lights went on in
the room and it was full of police
men. And that ended that trip."
The story of Hendrix’s death:
“Jimi (Hendrix) took a dive. too.
I was told that somebody gave him a
mandrax and said ‘Here? (he clapped
his hands sharply) you can’t drink
when you take one of these, right?’
And Jimi then said groovy and went
down to a club and got blown away
on drinking, and went on a bummer
'cos he couldn't hold it. He jammed
with some guys, and that didn't hap
pen. so he said ‘F--k it. I'm going to
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straight out of the
sleep.' and went bed and was sick,
club. He went to
mandrax he dtdn t
and having taken a i
he swallowed his
roll over and so
vomit. Completely accidental, like
that.”
Teaming up with Jimi: Stills had
a great affection for Hendrix. Right
after the Monterey Festival he played
with him, Buddy Miles and Bruce
Palmer at Stills' beachhouse in Mali
bu; 14 hours solid. Hendrix was also
featured on "Old Times, Good
Times," on Stephen’s first solo album.
And they cut two records together
in Island Studios a couple of years
back which Stills possesses and has
no immediate plans of releasing. With
Conrad Isidore and Fuzzy Samuels
as the rhythm section, they jammed
a lot and then Jimi played some
straight blues. There was even some
intention of them forming a band
together. He and Hendrix just missed
each other going in opposite direc
tions, says Stills. There was pressure
from their respective managements to
cut their individual records.
One last Hendrix yarn: Stills is
sorrowful when he talks about him.
Around the time of his death, he ex
plains, Hendrix was in a turmoil be
cause he couldn’t find a band. There
wasn’t anyone good enough to play
with him: “He was constantly frus
trated in a musical sense. We used
to play together all the time at Steve
Paul’s place in New York and there’d
always be some bummer cat. One
session I finally made it clear to every
one that the following people will
take the stage and the rest will kindly
stay away. One time Jimi actually had
to come over and kick me to play
lead guitar because I was bound and
determined to show graphically that
the reason he was unhappy was that
he’d never had anyone lay it down for
him.”
The tensions in CSN&Y: Such a
selfless attitude seems quite remark
able in a musician who is popularly
supposed to be a megalomaniac. Stills
agrees that that’s his image, but he
doesn’t concede that it’s the truth.
In the final analysis, he says, some
one has to be the boss. It takes a
strong ego to be a musician, he points
out, particularly if you’re an ar
ranger. And that’s his gig. That’s
why he left Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young: before it got too heavy. He
won’t play with them again until it s
comfortable once more, until they no
longer suspect him of ulterior motives
to sabotage their songs.
A pause to relax: After midnightover the dining room table, he ta Ks
for nearly two hours about skiing,
horseracing, and motor cars; re er
8
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ences to Jean-Claude Killy and the
famous American horse Man O’War,
crosscut in the conversation with how
he once drove home smashed from
Tramps pub one night in exactly 37V5
minutes. (It took almost an hour-anda-half for us to get there).
The girl who ran off with the
grocery money: There’s a lot of myth
that envelopes superstars, and Stephen
Stills, much as he detests the tag.
finds himself on that particular ped
estal. It’s lonely at the top, sings
Randy Newman. In a slightly dif
ferent context, in "Suite: Judy Blue

B,;' I

Eyes," Stills says much the
h'")
it seems almost too pat to sty''
of
as "the loner," the guy with
hangers-on but no friends. ..fprnia.
It was like that once, in Cal' 3nd
Stephen concedes. He was gre^ He
people took advantage of hl'\eries,
would ask chicks to buy his grC* j,em
give them 300 dollars, and tell
to keep the change. They alwa)
That way he lost 27.000 dollars
any
For Stephen Stills, or m°s*vj,ere
superstar, read Bob Dylan:
one man’s life might begin. that's
1
exactly where mine ends."

Demonic Fury: The
Making of 'Manassas'
t Miami’s Criteria Studios, where
1 ^Stephen Stills recorded his Manas
sas LP, Stills is not exactly thought
of as a friendly guy. Criteria’s Howie
and Ron Albert, the young engin
eering duo who first met Stills sev
eral years ago when he ambled into
their control room for a look
around, and who then sweated
through three months of night and
day recording with him a year later
when he came back to work on
Stephen Stills II, both swear that
. when Stills flew out of Miami with
I the finished tapes under his arm he
still had never really uttered a per
sonal word to either of them.
But things began to change last
September when Stills winged back
| to Miami once more and settled in
to work on Manassas. With him
were the seven musicians destined
to become his new group—Dallas
Taylor, who’d been with Crosby,
Stills & Nash; Caribbean Islander
Calvin (Fuzzy) Samuels, who flew
in from his English home for the
sessions; Joe Lala, former member
of Blues Image and a native Flori
dian; Paul Harris, who’d once ar
ranged for the Mama’s and Papa’s;
ex-Byrdman Chris Hillman; Al Per
kins and Paul Harris. Despite the
fact that Rolling Stone Bill Wyman
—who dropped in to piay bass for
two weeks and to help write the
music for the cut eventually titled
as "The Love Gangster”—was sup
posedly on a Florida vacation, the
atmosphere in the studio was hard
and driving. “Rock ’n Roll Crazies,”
“Cuban Bluegrass,” "Jet Set” and
the others were all laid down, re
worked, and perfected at a pace
most humans would find unbearable.
It was to take four months be-

fore the album would finally be
completed, but from the moment
he set foot in the studio, Stills knew
the exact effect he wanted down on
tape. Often he refused to leave the
studio until he was totally satisfied
with a track, laboring for 72 or
even 96 grueling hours without even
looking at the clock. “We only stop
ped to eat, not that Stephen eats
much,” says Howie Albert, “but the
other guys in the group got hungry.
And while they ate, Stills impatiently
paced around the room nibbling
Doritos and leaving half empty corn
chip bags by the hundreds strewn
around the studio and control room.
Once, after over 80 hours of straight,
hard work, engineer Howie Albert
went home and collapsed in bed,
only to be awakened three hours
later by the ringing of the phone.
Stills “had gone home and couldn’t
sleep because things were going
around in his head. There was one
part he wanted to finish.”
In all his months of fiendish la
bor at the Criteria plant, Stills never
once softened toward the studio's
employees. He maintained a guard
ed pleasantness, but if he was sit
ting in the control room and some
one other than the Alberts walked
in, he froze up—his conversation
stopped, and he didn’t resume until
after the intruder had left. Nonethe
less, when it was all over Howie and
Ron Albert no longer saw Stills as
the cold, inhuman musical machine
he’d seemed to be the year before.
“You sure get to know a guy when
you spend that much time with
him,” exclaimed Howie as Manassas
was going through its final mixes.
"As a person, he finally has my
respect.”
•
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letters
MAD MUSICIANS AND
WARPED KOOKS?_______________
I can’t believe where our music is
headed. Last night I saw some sick
band called F. T. W. from Valley
Stream, Long Island, and they are
the sickest creatures ever to walk this
planet. First of all their drummer came
on in a dress, red stockings, a bow tie
and to top it off he’s throwing peanut
butter and raw chopmeat all over the
place. I also should mention that he
plays drums like a madman, virtually
bouncing his drums off the walls. Next
is their queer lead guitarist, who can’t
play guitar to save his life. The only
reason he’s got nerve to play in front
of people is because he’s plugged into
about 15 cabinets with a total output
of around 50,000 watts, enough power
to destroy an entire building. With
that much power it really doesn’t mat
ter how good you can play, cause the
people are too busy dodging falling
walls, to listen to your music. Next is
the insane rhythm guitarist who does
everything but play guitar. If he’s not
standing on his mountain of amplifiers
he's doing cartwheels head first into

AJ

Ali MacGraw’s
beauty and health
routine.
E

!

Soap and water every day.
Plenty or sleep every night. Lots of
exercise in between.
And most important of all —
a thorough health checkup once a
year. Ali knows many cancers
are curable if diagnosed and treated
early enough.
Ali takes care of her looks by
taking care of her life.
We want to wipe out cancer
in your lifetime. Give to the I
American Cancer Society.
Tni space cxiintxacd b, ir* put*sr>er
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the audience. He’s a lost cause! Last
but not least is the gross bass player
and lead singer who makes Leslie
West look like a small hill. This guy
is huge! He smells so bad that when
he walks onstage the first ten rows
of people start to faint. Then the way
he plays bass is another thing; he pulls
the strings right out of the guitar, and
is usually playing something totally
irrelevant to what the rest of the band
is trying to play. At any rate they are
the eighth wonder of the world! They
even make Alice Cooper look normal!
One more thing that should knock you
for a loop: these morons have a re
cording contract, their first album is
called Masturbate A Cow. Even the
name proves how warped these Kooks
are. Thanks for listening.
Dazed and Confused
Elmont, Long Island, N. Y.
OPEN LETTER__________________
I’d like to make it clear to the read
ers that the way in which my Allman
Brothers article appeared in the May
issue was none of my doing.
The title, article heading, and the
negative and sensationalized cover
blurb were not written by me, and
were used without my knowledge or
consent. This shoddy and hysterical
layout has nothing to do with the
spirit of the article or of the Allman
Brothers.
As a friend of the group, I feel an
apology is due them and their fans for
this type of insult to the collective in
telligence.
Please remove my name from the
masthead (I have not been a “con
tributing editor’’ or had anything to
say about the content or style of CIR
CUS for over a year now) and be ad
vised that I refuse to write anything
more for this publication as long as
the current sleazy TRUE CONFES
SIONS / NATIONAL ENQUIRER
format is ripping off serious music
fans.
With great disgust,
Tony Glover

Editor’s note'. We don’t feel there’s
any need to apologize. Duane Allman’s death was a shock to all of us,
and most of all to the A liman brothers.
In the days and weeks after his death,
there was a good deal of turmoil both
inside the group and out of it. Vicious
and “tasteless” accusations were made
when the group decided to do its first
concert without Duane just a few

weeks after his death. And, as you
well know, the group itself was in
very rough shape emotionally. The
situation was tense and dramatic. If
we’d pretended it wasn’t, we’d have
been doing our readers a disservice.
A LESSON IN BEATLEMANIA____
We are writing in response to the
two letters. “The Bcatle Battle,”
which appeared in the March issue.
In this conspiracy to destroy the
“Beatle Image” the statement that the
Rolling Stones are better than the
Beatles is not true due to the fact that
everyone knows that the first Rolling
Stone hit was “I Wanna Be Your
Man,” which is definitely a Beatle
composition. As for the other facts in
your letter they are absurd. Isn’t
it shown in pictures that Mick Jagger
sat in on Beatle sessions of Sgt. Pep
per?
As for the second letter, McCartney
has always followed Lennon after the
Beatles broke up, when it came to
music. The most recent song is Paul’s
“Give Ireland Back To The Irish.”
Where, just across the ocean in good
ol’ England Lennon had already cre
ated a fantastic political tune with
his wry, “The Luck Of The Irish.”
It sure is an improvement. So how
could McCartney possibly be the best
songwriter when he copies Lennon?
Is McCartney for real? He also seems
to be scared to express his feelings.
Lennon has been willing to air his
views on practically everything; ex
amples are WPLJ’s Beatles’ ’72,
WMCA and Mike Douglas and David
Frost shows. What’s the matter with
Paul? He doesn’t have the nerve to
print his own lyrics on his albums so
people will know right off the bat
what McCartney stands for.
Now you won’t be fooled again!
Two very angry Beatle
fans on the warpath,
Lady Madonna &
Eleanor Rigby
P.S. We just happened to hear the new
track by Ringo “Back Off Boogaloo”
which clearly states that McCartney
isn’t hiked up to be such a superstar
by himself.

STUDENT VOTE!_________________
There are presently 24 million un
registered potential voters, between
the ages of 18-24 years of age, in this
country. It would seem that we all
share a common responsibility to pro
vide the information and impetus to
make people aware of the opportunity
to become involved in the selection of
future political leaders.
A&M Records is very much com
mitted to the voter registration cam-
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paign. We are in the process of press
ing a special double LP, featuring
songs from our recent album releases,
which has been specifically designed
as an incentive item for voter regis
tration. The artists are Cat Stevens,
Carpenters, Joe Cocker, Paul Wil
liams, Lee Michaels, Billy Preston,
Mimi Farina & Tom Jans, Jim Price,
Marc Benno, Rita Coolidge, Fairport
Convention, Sandy Denny,. Shawn
Phillips, Jim Carroll, Hookfbot, Chil
liwack, Earthquake, Tim Weisberg,
Tom Scott, Gary Wright.
The album will be given free to
anyone who has a voter registration
receipt which was obtained during our
campaign. Thousands of copies of this
album have also been given to the
STUDENT VOTE, a national voter
registration organization, to be dis
tributed to local registration booths
around the country.
A&M Records is also releasing a
special single about voter registration
as a public service to radio stations
around the country. The song, entitled
“The Power 18,” by an artist named
MUSTANG, is a very sincere and
powerful plea for everyone to realize
the importance of this campaign.
We would like to urge that every
radio station, newspaper and commu
nity organization become involved in
the present voter registration drive.
Many radio stations are running voter
registration marathons and are open
ing registration booths at their stations.
Public service announcements, in
cluding voter registration information,
could be run continually throughout
the day. Newspapers could be provid
ing similar information through a spe
cial column providing voter registra
tion data.
The voter registration campaign is
something which is of vital importance
to all of us. Its ramifications are more
of a social, rather than a purely poli
tical, nature; the opportunity to vote
in this country is a basic premise upon
which our democratic system is found
ed.
Let’s all work together on this proj
ect. Thanks for listening.
Andrew H. Meyer
Director of College Promotion
A&M Records

WARNING_____________________
Caution: a Kinks concert may be
dangerous; because once you see them
live, you’ll never appreciate another
artist in concert. This was a public
service message passed on from a
Kinks freak who recently saw them
at Carnegie Hall.
David Watts
Valley Stream, N. Y.

IN NEED OF A FRIEND_________
You must be the greatest magazine
I have ever held in my hot little hands.
I’ve met a lot of people who say you
have a lousy point of view and every
other rotten thing they can say about
you. Ignore them. You’re beautiful.
Keep up the good work.
I was also wondering if someone
out there would write to me. I’ve been
miserable lately. My boyfriend, Rus
sell, just got blown up in Vietnam and
I feel all alone. Please, I have to hear
from someone. Especially someone
who really cares. I promise I’ll answer
all letters.
Thanks and Peace,
Ellen Matthews
56 Sherman Bridge Road
Wayland, Massachusetts 01778
P.S. Please print this letter as soon
as possible, before I do something
dumb like jump off a building.
Thanks.
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MOODY BLUES, PLEASE________
I read Maloe’s letter (April) and
almost died! FINALLY! Someone
who likes the Moody Blues! I happen
to think that they’re just about the
most beautiful group that ever was,
but when I mention this to someone,
they either think I’m out of my mind
(which, part of the time I am, but
not when it comes to music), or they
ask “What are the Moody Blues?” I
agree that there should be more ar
ticles on them, and Cat Stevens, too.
(Lest we forget!) Moody Blues lovers,
unite! Be vocal about them, and they
won’t remain unknown for long!
They’ve sold lots of records, they
can’t be as unknown as some people
think; just that those that do know
them don’t say anything about it.
Again I say BE VOCAL!!
My peace to you all, especially the
other MB freaks. (I know you’re out
there!)
Nancyjean Tripp
Belleville, New Jersey

Editor's note: Circus writer Peter
Buckley has been dashing through
England’s living rooms, dressing
rooms, and studios with the Moody
Blues for several months now pre
paring a story on the moves behind
their next LP. The upcoming Moody
album was originally scheduled to hit
the record stores in March, but un
fortunately, no sooner had the Moody
crew finished the first side of their al
bum than they were brought up short
by doubts about what direction to take
on the remaining tracks. The result?
No new LP until late this month,
early July, or perhaps even the Fall.
And no new Moody Blues Circus ar
ticles ’til then either.

Pete Townshend

John

J

Entwistle
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national scenes
Special Summer
Report!
Over 200 Concerts
You Shouldn’t Miss

NEW YORK

JUNE
1 16
oncert — B. B. KING (Rochester)
Con
JUNE
IE 17
DOCTOR JOHN (New
Central Park
York City)
JUNE 17
BROOKLYN
BRIDGE (Brooklyn)
Concert —
JUNE 19
Concert — BADFINGER (New York City)
JUNE 21
Concert — DAVE MASON (New York City)
JUNE 223
Central• park — SEATRAIN (New York City)
JUNE 23
Concert — BADFINGER (Buffalo)
JUNE 24
Concert — BADFINGER (Staten Island)
JUNE 27
Madison Square Garden — CHAMBERS
BROTHERS (New York City)
JULY 1
Concert — BROOKLYN BRIDGE (Farming
dale)
JULY 2
THE ASSOCIATION (BufMelod; Fair
falo)
JULY 3
Carnegie Hall — BLOOD. SWEAT and
TEARS (New York)
JULY 7
Concert — B B. KING (New York City)
JULY 8
Central Park — CURTIS MAYFIELD (New
York City)
JULY 10
Central Park — THE ASSOCIATION (New
York City)
JULY 12
Bitter End — DILLARDS (New York City)
JULY 13
Gaelic Park — ALLMAN BROTHERS (New
York City)
JULY 15
Central ~
Park
JAMES COTTON (New
York City)
JULY 15
Central Park — CHAMBERS BROTHERS
(New York City)
JULY 16
Concert — B. B. KING (Tonawanda)
JULY 18
Art Festival — TOM RUSH (Saratoga)
JULY 24-26
Madison Square Garden
ROLLING
STONES (New York City)
JULY 26
Central Park
URIAH HEEP (New York
City)
JULY :29
Ritz' Theatre
URIAH HEEP (Staten Island)
JULY 29
Concert — POT LIQUOR (Staten Island)
AUGUST 5
Concert — SAVOY BROWN (Commack)
AUGUST 5
Concert — MALO (Commack)
AUGUST 5
BROHofstra
University — ALLMAN
THERS (Loi>ng Island)
AUGUST 5
Concert — CHICKEN SHACK (Commack)
AUGUST 7
Concert — MALO (New York City)
AUGUST 7. 8
Central F<
Park
' — SAVOY BROWN (New York
City)
AUGUST 12
Central Park
TOM RUSH (New York
City)
AUGUST• 13
Conceiirt — IKE and TINA TURNER (Westbury)
AUGUST 21
THE DOORS (New York
Central Park
City)
AUGUST 21
Concert — FLEETWOOD MAC (Saratoga)
AUGUST 29
Performing Arts Center — THE ASSOCIATION (Saratoga Springs)
SEPTEMBER 1
Central Park — ASHTON, GARDNER and
DYKE (New York City)
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CALIFORNIA

COLORADO

JUNE 23
Knotts
nott
Farm
LINDA RONSTADT (Buena Pari
Park)
-JUNE
JNE 30
Fox(Theatre — URIAH HEEP (Long Beach)
JULY
Civi.
'ic Auditorium
— PROCOL HARUM
(Santa M<lonica)
JULY 4
Concert — CURTIS MAYFIELD (Delmar)
JULY 9
Concert — B. B. KING (Oakland)
JULY 22
JULYn23rt — ALICE COOPER (San Diego)

JUNE 16
ROLLING STONES (Denver)
Coliseum —
JUNE 28
Concert — B. B. KING (Fort Carson)
JUNE 29
Coliseum — JETHRO TULL (Denver)

Palladium — ALICE COOPER (Hollywood)
AUGUST 18
Knotts Farm
RICK NELSON (Buena
Park)
AUGUST 25
Concert — CACTUS (Los Angeles)
AUGUST 26
Concert — CACTUS (San Diego)
AUGUST 27
Arena — JOHN KAY (Long Beach)

Best Bets
Of The Summer

ft .

CONNECTICUT

JUNE 17
SEATRAIN (WaMunicipal Stadium
terbury)
JULY 10
Concert — FACES (Hartford)
JULY 10
Concert — BADFINGER (Hartford)
AUGUST 18
Concert — THE DOORS (Waterbury)

DISTRICT of COLUMBIA
JULY 4
R.F.K.
Stadium
(Washington)
AUGUST 20
Concert
THE

ROLLING
DOORS

STONES

(Washington)

FLORIDA

JUNE 16
ARKANSAS
Coliseum —
BLACK
OAK
(Jacksonville)
JUNE 17
BLACK
OAK
ARKANSAS
Soortatorium
irium
(Hollywood)
JUNE 18
Bay Front Center —BLACK OAK ARKAN
SAS (St. Petersburg)
JUNE 22
Concert — ALLMAN BROTHERS (Orlando)
JUNE 23
Concert — ALLMAN BROTHERS (Miami)
JUNE 24
Concert — JOHN LEE HOOKER (Tampa)
JUNE 24
Concert — BEE GEES (Miami)
JUNE 25
Concert — BEE GEES (Tampa)
JUNE 29
Concert — ALLMAN BROTHERS (Tampa)
JUNE 30
Concert — ALLMAN BROTHERS (West
Palm Beach)
JUNE 30
Concert — TED NUGENT and THE AMBO'.__
TJUL'*
uLY ?4
’ * KES (F°rt MyerS)
Sports
Spoi co Stadium — URIAH HEEP (Orlando)
JULY 15
If
Sportatorium
— URIAH HEEP (Hollywood)
Sporta
JULY 21
Concert — FANNY (Winter Haven)
JULY 23
Concert — FANNY (Tampa)
JULY 30
Coiincert — ALLMAN BROTHERS (Jacksonville)
GEORGIA

THE ROLLING STONES take to the Amer
ican road for the first time since 1969.
ALABAMA
JUNE 16
Concert — BLUE OYSTER CULT (Mobile)
JUNE 16
Concert — DOCTOR JOHN (Mobile)
JUNE 27
Auditorium — ROLLING STONES (Mobile)
JUNE 28
ROLLING
University
of
Alabama
STONES (Tuscahloosa)
JUNE 30
BEE
GEES
(Montgomery)
Concert —
JULY 19
■ert — ALLMAN BROTHERS (BirmingConct..
ham)

ARIZONA
JUNE 28
Concert — BEE GEES (Tucson)
JULY 7
. „
Concert — ALICE COOPER (Phoennc)

JUNE 20
BLACK OAK ARKANSAS
Civic Center
(Savannah)
JUNE 29
Concert — BEE GEES (Atlanta)
JUNE 30
Concert— B. B. KING (Atlanta)
JULY 1
Concert — IKE and TINA TURNER (Atlan
ta)
JULY 4
Concert
ALLMAN BROTHERS (Lake
Spivey)
JULY 19
Sports Arena
URIAH HEEP (Atlanta)
ILLINOIS

JUNE 19, 20
ROLLING
Amphithea**
later In ternational
STONES (Cl...
Chicago)
JUNE 30
Concert — HOWLIN WOLF (Champaign)
JULY 14
-’3 “
Park — MELANIE (Chicago)
Ravinia
JULY 22
iditorium
Theatre — URIAH HEEP (ChiAuc
”
cago)
JULYf 28
Cor
uncert — B. B. KING (Highland Park)
JULY
Y 28
Cor
oncert — IKE and TINA TURNER (Ra
vine)
il
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From Electro Harmonix, makers of
the Mike Matthews Freedom Amp.

AUC
IGUST 2
BLOOD,
Mississippi
River
Festival —
Mi.
SWEAT and TEARS (Edwardsville)
swez
AUGUST 4
AUGL~.
Ravinia Festival — BLOOD, SWEAT and
---------TEARS (Highland
-------J Park)
Pari
AUGUST 11
State Fair — BLOOD, SWEAT and TEARS
(Springfield)
AUGUST 12
Auditorium Theatre — BLOOD, SWEAT and
TEARS (Chicago)
AUGUST 16
Concert — THE ASSOCIATION (Highland
Park)

Floor Boosters
LPB-2 This is a new floor model of the
LPB-1, enabling you to cut it in or out
instantly with your foot. Since all ampli
fiers are overdesigned to more than handle
the most powerful pick-ups, the LPB-2
will let you derive optimum results from
your amp.
Screaming Tree Similar to the
Screaming Bird but with a heavy-duty foot
control switch, this ultimate treble booster
gives your rhythm or lead playing more
balls than you thought possible—by em
phasizing the BITE you get just when your
pick plucks the strings.

INDIANA

JULY 3
Concert — BADFINGER (Evansville)
JULY 12
Convention Center
ROLLING STONES
(Indianapolis)
KENTUCKY

JULY 7
ROLLING STONES (KnoxCivic Arena
ville)
JULY 8
Concert — ALLMAN BROTHERS (Louisville)
JULY 21
URIAH HEEP
Universit] of Louisville
(Louisville)

LPB-1

This linear power booster is a
compact solid state preamplifier that can
up to quadruple the acoustic output of any
amplifier. It will increase guitar sustain
and improve the performance of all wahwah pedals and distortion units.

LOUISIANA
JUNE 21
Concert — DOCTOR JOHN (Lafayette)
JULY 3
Signarelli’s — JERRY LACROIX and WHITE
TRASH (St. Martinville)
JULY 4
Charley Browns — JERRY LACROIX and
WHITE TRASH (Lake Charles)
JULY 5
Red Dog Ballroom — JERRY LACROIX and
WHITE TRASH (Monroe)
JULY 21
Concert — ALLMAN BROTHERS (New Or
leans)
MARYLAND

AUGUST 5
Merriweather Pavilion
TEARS (Columbia)
AUGUST 25
Merriweather Pavilion
TION (Columbia)

BLOOD, SWEAT
THE ASSOCIA-

MASSACHUSETTS
JUNE 15
Paul's Mall — BLOOD. SWEAT and TEARS
(Boston)
JUNE 17
Gardens — THREE DOG NIGHT (Boston)
JUNE 30
Melody Tent — BLOOD. SWEAT and
TEARS (Hyannis)
JULY 1
Concert — FACES (Boston)
JULY 1
Concert — BADFINGER (Boston)
JUL.
JLY 1
Art Center — BLOOD. SWEAT and TEARS
(Leno:ix)
JULY
SEATRAIN (Boston)
Bosimin Commons
JULY 5
THE ASSOCIATION
Boston Commons
(Boston)
JULY 11
Lenny's — SEATRAIN (Danvers)
JULY 18, 19
Gardens — ROLLING STONES (Boston)
JULY 19
Boston Commons — TOM RUSH (Boston
JULY 24
Boston Commons — CURTIS MAYFIELD
(Boston)
AUGUST 16
Concert — THE DOORS (Boston)
AUGUST 16
Concert — DOCTOR JOHN (Boston)
MICHIGAN

JUNE 18
Concert — CATFISH (Warren)
JUNE 19
ROBERTA FLACK (DeFisher Theatre
troit)
JUNE 21
Concert — CATFISH (Howell)
JULY 10
JAMES GANG (InPine Knob Theatre
dependence)
JULY 11
URIAH
HEEP (Grand
Civic Auditorium —
Rapids)
JULY 13, ]
Cobo H:faH — ROLLING STONES (Detroit)

Plug-in Boosters

SCreaming Bird A treble booster that
will give your instrument the razor sharp
cut of a screeching harpsichord whose
strings arc whipped instead of plucked.
Use two Birds and turn your guitar into an
electric banjo.
Muff This funkiest distortion device
will give you that dirty sound reminiscent
of the natural distortion of the tube amps
used by the Rhythm ’n Blues bands of
yesteryear.
Mole The mole bass booster will ex
tract the highs and amplify the subhar
monics, giving your instrument the depth,
resonance and heavy penetration of the
foot pedals of a church pipe organ.
BgO This microphone booster is designed
for the vocalist whose PA system isn’t
strong enough to cut through the noise
generated by the other members of the
band. The Ego will match any microphone
and up to quadruple the output of your
PA system.
\

J

Little Muff-n Like

the Muff but in a
floor model that features a foot control
switch.
Hogs Foot A bass booster for profes
sionals who want the thick, heavy sound
necessary for blues playing. Technically
similar to the Mole, but with foot switch.

1
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Also available at your retail music store.

All Electro-Harmonix accessories are
guaranteed for ten years. They are com
patible and modular. Any combination of
more than one unit will give you an infinite
variety of sounds.
Enclose a check and Electro-Harmonix
will pay shipping. Or. if more convenient,
order C.O.D. for cost plus shipping. En
close a 10% deposit on C.O.D. orders.
(C.O.D. orders are limited to the con
tinental United States.)
Money back guarantee. Try any of our
boosters out for two weeks. If you don't
think they’re the greatest, send them back
for a complete refund.

: electro-harmonix IS West 26th St., New York, N.Y. 10010
• Please ship:
quantity
•
$14.95 LPB-1 (plug into amp)
: 1-1 14.95 LPB-1 (plug into inst)
17.95 Bird (plug into amp)
:
17.95 Bird (plug into inst)
:
•’
18.95 Muff (plug into amp)
18.95 Muff (plug into inst)
19.95 Mole (plug into amp)
:

•
•*
•

Cl 703
quantity
$19.95 Mole (plug into inst)
14.95 Ego (2 female jacks)
23.95
23.95
23.95
23.95

LPB-2
Tree
Little Muff
Hogs Foot

Enclosed is check for total amount
$.
Ship C.O.D. Enclosed is 10% deposit $
Please place me on your new product announcement mailing list at no charge.

• Name____________________ _____________ ________________________________

• Address.
• City.

.State

.Zip.

JULY 16
Pine Knob Theatre — THE ASSOCIATION
(Independence)
AUGUST 13
Concert — CHICKEN SHACK (Lansing)

MINNESOTA
JUNE 18
Sports Arena — ROLLING STONES (Min
neapolis)
JULY 6
Concert — BADFINGER (Minneapolis)

JULY 28
AUGUSTW-" URIAH HEEP (Can,on)

Rubber Bowl — ALLMAN BROTHERS (Ak
ron)
AUGUST 31
Concert — IKE and TINA TURNER (Columbus)
SEPTEMBER 9
Concert
—
ASHTON, GARDNER and
DYKE (Dayton)
SEPTEMBER 10
Concert
—
ASHTON. GARDNER and
DYKE (Toledo)

MISSISSIPPI

JULY 20
Concert — ALLMAN BROTHERS (Jackson)

MISSOURI

JUNE 22
MunicipalI Auditorium — ROLLING STONES
(Kansas Citjty)
JULY 5
JULYngert — BADFINGER (Kansas City)

Best Bets
Of The Summer

RHODE ISLAND

JULY 9
THE ASSOCIATION
Musical Theatre
(Warwick)
AUGUST 11
Concert — SAVOY BROWN (Providence)
AUGUST 19
Concert — THE DOORS (Providence)

Kiel Auditorium — ROLLING STONES (St.
Louis)
NEVADA

JUNE: 29
ton International
Hilti
(Las Vegas)
'

CHUCK

TENNESSEE

BERRY

JUNE 23
BLACK OAK AROvertoni Park Shell
KANSAS (Memphis)
(
JUNE 29
ROLLING
Municipal
Auditorium
STONES (Nashville)
JULY 9
Concert
ALLMAN BROTHERS (Memphis)

NEW JERSEY

JUNE 17
Concert — CHAMBERS BROTHERS (New
ark)
JUNE 26
Suntishine Inn
URIAH HEEP (Asbury
Park)
JULY 7
. Concert
CURTIS MAYFIELD (Jersey
City)
JULY 19
Concert — CHAMBERS BROTHERS (Wild
wood)
JULY 22
Concert — CURTIS MAYFIELD (Camden)
JULY 27
ALICE COOPER (PasCapitol Theatre
saic)
AUGUST 7
Steel Pier — IKE and TINA TURNER (Atlantic City)
AUGUST 9
Convention Center — BLOOD, SWEAT and
TEARS (Asbury Park)
AUGUST 26
Concert —- THE DOORS (Passaic)
AUGUST 26
Pier
Steel F;
c. -— THE ASSOCIATION (Atlantic City)
SEPTEMBER 7
Concert
—
ASHTON,
GARDNER
and
DYKE (Passaic)

JULY 2
Concert — FACES (Philadelphia)
JULY 9
Concert — BADFINGER (Pittsburgh)
JULY 12
Concert — ALLMAN BROTHERS (Philadelphia)
JULY 19
Main Point —- DILLARDS (Bryn Mawr)
JULY 20, 21
Spectrum -— ROLLING STONES (Philadelphia)
JULY 22
Civic Arena — ROLLING STONES (Pittsburgh)
AUGUST 1
BLOOD. SWEAT and
Music Festival
TEARS (Ambler)
SEPTEMBER 8
and
GARDNER
Concert
—
ASHTON,
DYKE (Philadelphia)

TEXAS

DEEP PURPLE shake the U.S. with the
throbbing of their heavy thunder.

JUNE 18
Concert — JO JO GUNNE (Dallas)
JUNE 24
County — ROLLING STONES (Fort
Tarrant r
Worth)
JUNE 25
ROLLING STONES
Hoffeinz Pavilion
(Houston)
JULY 7
Astrodome — ROBERTA FLACK (Houston)
JULY 8
Astrodomile
IKE and TINA TURNER
(Houston)
JULY 8
Concert — B. B. KING (Houston)
JULY 14
Concert — BADFINGER (San Antonio)
AUGUST 20
Concert
CACTUS (Dallas)

VIRGINIA

JUNE 23
Concert — B. B. KING (Hampton)
JULY 5
The Scope — ROLLING STONES (Norfolk)
JULY 12
The (Dome
URIAH HEEP (Virginia
Beach)

NEW MEXICO

JUNE 15
University of New IMexico
ROLLING
STONES (Albi•uquerque)
JULY 12
Concert — B. B. KING (Albuquerque)

WISCONSIN

NORTH CAROLINA

JULY 20
Concert — B. B. KING (Milwaukee)

JUNE: 23
Con
incert
BEE GEES (Charlotte)
JULYr 6
Colt
■ liseum — ROLLING STONES (Charlotte)
JULYf 15
Cor
incert — DEEP PURPLE (Greensboro)
JULY( 20
Cor
»ncert — FACES (Charlotte)

OHIO

■

r
■I

li

JUNE 20
Wooster College
CURTIS MAYFIELD
(Wooster)
JULY 4
BADFINGER (Cleveland)
Concert
JULY 9
ROBERTA FLACK
Blossom Festival
(Cuyahoga Falls)
JULY 11
Bowl — “
ROLLING STONES (Akron)
Rubber “
JULY 18
Concert — B. B. KING (Cuyahoga Falls)
JULY 21
Concert — IKE and TINA TURNER (Cincinnati)
JULY 25
Concert — KRIS KRISTOFFERSON (Cuyahoga Falls)
JULY 26
POCO (CuyaBlossom Music Festival
hoga Falls)
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CANADA

THE FACES play host to a lady who strips
while hanging by a hook In her hair.
PENNSYLVANIA
JUNE 18
Spectrum — THREE DOG NIGHT (Philadelphia)
JUNE 18
Concert — IB. B. KING (Pittsburgh)
JUNE 23
Three River Stadium — ALICE, COOPER
(Pittsburgh)
JUNE 23
Three River Stadium
URIAH HEEP
(Pittsburgh)
JUNE 27
Rockne Hall — URIAH HEEP (Allentown)
JULY 2
BADFINGER (Philadelphia)
Concert

JUNE 22
Massey Hall — BLOOD, SWEAT and TEARS
(Toronto)
JUNE 24
Cent
itennial
ial Arena — BLOOD, SWEAT and
TEARS3 (Lor..
mdon)
JUNE 25
j
Con**
oncert BADFINGER (Toronto)
JULY
-Y 7.
Con'*
■oncert — URIAH HEEP (Edmonton)
JULY
Y „8
Gar
J
.arden
Auditorium — URIAH HEEP (Van
couve,
ver),
JULY
.7 114
Peaci
:e Forum — THE ASSOCIATION (Toronto) '
JULY 15
Maple Leaf Gardens — ROLLING STONES
(Toronto)
JULY 17
Forum — ROLLING STONES (Montreal)
JULY 24
Colonial 1Tavern
WINTER CONSORT
(Toronto)
JULY 24
North "
York Center — URIAH HEEP (Toronto)
JULY 25
The Gardens — URIAH HEEP (London)
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Procol Harum: Mysterious, brooding, spec
tacular.

Jeff Beck Group (Epic)

X ITell, it’s time to see who’s in the
VV Jeff Beck Group this month.
What’s this? The same personnel!
Enough of facetiousness. The latest
release from everybody’s favorite
wunderkind is a stylishly produced,
determinedly rocking little venture
which should have Beck fans dancing
in the summer streets and those who
have their doubts about Jeff pausing
to reconsider his merits. Lead vocal
ist Bob Tench has improved remark
ably just since the last LP; and the
interaction between Beck and fellow
band members Max Middleton (pi
ano), Clive Chaman (bass) and Cozy
Powell (drums) is something to hear.
Lots of nice new stuff here, particu
larly “Ice Cream Cakes” and "Glad
All Over,” the latter not the Dave
Clark Five song but something just
as appealing. The group also flexes
their interpretive muscles as they take
on Don Nix’s blues piece “Going
Down.” Stevie Wonder’s “I Got To
Have A Song,” and Dylan’s “Tonight
I’ll Be Staying Here With You.” Beck’s
ability to do a rousing guitar solo is
legendary, but on this LP he seems
more interested in working within the
context of the group. Yet he is no less
dynamic for it. In fact, often as not,
the wonders he is creating with fierce
and almost casual resolve pop into the
consciousness when least expected. A
couple of years ago some people start
ed counting Jeff Beck out, but the
good news is that he has returned to
become a top contender once again.

Jeff Beck: Rocket rise after a nose dive.

Stephen Stills—Manassas
(Atlantic)

A funny thing about double albums:
only rarely do they contain enough
fresh and exciting material to warrant
their extended existence. Manassas,
Stephen Stills third solo album and
his first double set, runs true to this
axiom in that it would have made an
absolutely splendid single LP, but fails
to sustain itself over the longer course.
Well, let's be thankful for small fa
vors. At least Stills has dispensed with
that cumbersome horn section which
was so predominant in his last outing.
And two of the sides on Manassas are
chock full of sweet sounding, tightly
knit music. These are "The Wilder
ness” and "Consider;” and in both
cases you have to figure that the pres
ence of Chris Hillman has made an
important difference. As one of the
very original Byrds and later as an in
tegral force in the Flying Burrito Bro
thers, Hillman knows the ropes and
has even strung up a few strands of
his own. His unassuming country roots
let him slip comfortably into the back
ground while Stills reserves the center
of the stage for his virtuoso star trip;
and Hillman acquits himself well on
guitar and vocals too. The wistful and
dreamlike "Johnny’s Garden” is easi
ly among Stills' greatest achievements
—right up there with "Love The One
You’re With” and "Sit Down, 1 Think
I Love You.” "Jesus Gave Love Away
For Free,” the fiddle madness of "Fal
len Eagle” and the beautifully crafted
"So Begins The Task” are heartily
recommended. The songs on "The Ra

Stephen Stills: Two LP’s is stretching it.

ven" and "Rock & Roll Is Here To
Stay” (the other two sides) are occa
sionally diverting but nowhere near
as consistent. By the way, Stills’ "old
man” voice is improving with age;
and for the record buyer’s added
amusement the album comes equipped
with a lyric sheet about as manageable
as a Texaco road map, if not as in
formative.
Creedence Clearwater Revival—
Mardi Gras (Fantasy)

It’s been quite some time between
Creedence albums, and it sure would
be nice to say that the interval was
well spent. But. alas, this collection of
ten songs falls far short of the mark
already established by such works as
Cosmo’s Factory and Pendulum.
There are several reasons: the absence
of Tom Fogerty is still being pro
foundly felt, and the attempt to spread
the vocal and songwriting honors
around to include Doug Clifford and
Stu Cook has produced a curiously
uneven effect which only serves to
reconfirm the conviction that whether
he likes it or not John is the power
behind the group and its resident gen
ius. The three songs he composed for
Mardi Gras are far and away the
most cogent musical statements on the
record. And the effortlessness with
which he performs them stands in
sharp contrast to the more forced and
less convincing vocal works of Clif
ford and Cook. The former, at least,
has developed a style not unlike that
of Jerry Lee Lewis, and when he ap
plies it to something like "Tearin’ Up
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The Country,’’ a short and twangedout rocker, he does okay. Cook, how
ever, contributes the most disappoint
ing solos of the LP. contenting himself
with a kind of throaty warble which
might be funny if it weren’t so em
barrassing. (What hath Joe Cocker
wrought?) It should come as no sur
prise to anyone who has figured out
where John Fogerty is really coming
from that the most satisfying track is
his rendition of “Hello Mary Lou.”
Move over, Rick Nelson! Despite its
shortcomings, Mardi Gras must be
seen as a transitional album—these
lads are obviously trying to expand in
several directions including country
and bluegrass and at the same time to
sharpen the talents of Cook and Clif
ford. It’s an interesting experiment,
and lime and the next album should
demonstrate its workability. For the
present, though, Mardi Gras conjures
up very little of that raucous New Or
leans festival and a whole lot more of
its inevitable consequence—the morn
ing after.
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Mountain—The Road Goes Ever On
(Windfall)
The road for pop groups may go
on, but there sure arc a lot of intersec
tions. This live album was recorded
shortly before the members of Moun
tain hit diverging paths. Fortunately
for all concerned (especially us),
whatever traces of dissension which
might have existed among the band
members didn't work its way into the
music they made on these four cuts.
One entire side is comprised of “Nan
tucket Slcighride.” For a good many
Mountain aficionados this song, in its
original version on the album of the
same name, represented Mountain at
their playing best. To these people, all
we can say is have a listen to this ex
tended treatment, wherein the boys
add flourishes and curls, and though
the middle portion lags a bit, even that
is curiously hypnotizing. So much for
the somnambulists out there. The flip
side is a slightly more varied voyage
into the near distant past. “Long Red,’’
a tune from the Leslie West solo al
bum of a few seasons ago, sounds
good as new; and the relentless pre
cision with which the quartet pounds
it out is commendable. As we have
come to expect in a Mountain LP,
there is a rather abrupt shift of mood,
here it comes in the form of “Waiting
To Take You Away.’’ Not to be con
fused with “They’re Coming To Take
Me Away’’ (a smash for Napoleon
XIV in the early Sixties), this is a
carefully constructed and lyrically
sound piece on which the methodical
instrumental back-up contrasts master
fully with the frenzied vocalizing of
West. Rounding out the show is

is CKCUS

it
♦L-

“Crossroader,” which was on the pre
vious album and doesn’t sound much
belter here. Anyone who ever caught
Mountain live knows about their pow
er, and The Road Goes Ever On
captures enough of that impact to
raise it above the average in-person
recording.
Janis Joplin—Joplin In Concert
(Columbia)
It took me a while to screw up the
courage to put this record on the
turntable. Thai's how sure I was that
it would be a rip-off, a last ditch at
tempt to turn over a few dollars at the
expense of a dead lady. But that’s not
the way it is. Joplin In Concert fea
tures some of Janis's finest perform
ances, and the only really bad thing
about it is that it makes you miss her
more than ever. The first two sides
are from the Big Brother days, and
you can practically hear the rolling
San Francisco surf and feel the crush
of the happy people at the Avalon,
the Fillmore and other rock mcccas
where Janis and Co. appeared during
the last dwindling nights of the Six
ties. “Piece Of My Heart,” “Down On
Me,” “Summertime,” and “Bye, Bye
Baby” arc all here, along with the
Moondog masterpiece, “All Is Loneli
ness” and “Ego Rock” on which Nick
Gravenites shares the vocal honors.
After she left that group, Janis floun
dered for a while in her search for an
adequate back-up band. But before
too long she got it together with Full
Tilt Boogie, and this is the aggregation
which is heard on the remaining two
sides. Lots of bluesy numbers here,
including an expanded version of
"Try” and an impassioned “Get It
While You Can.” Janis’ between songs
raps are as funny as they are convo
luted, and the rapport which she had
with both bands comes shining through
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Procol Harum Live With The
Edmonton Symphony Orchestra
(A&M)
Several of the more intrepid and/or
foolhardy rock groups have attempted
to fuse elements of pop and classical
music: but few possessed the creden
tials and know-how of Procol Harum.
Two years ago, Gary Brooker, when
asked to name his most profound mu
Vol. IV No. 14 THE ROCK CULTURE NEWSPAPER N.Y.C. 35C
sical influences, replied the Germanic
composers. But as long ago as their
very first hit, “A Whiter Shade Of
Pale,” Brooker and his fellow mad
by Peter Stampfel
men have been reworking the basic
threads of the classics and coloring
them with the variegated hues of
Twentieth
Century experience. Ever
A few months ago I saw an ad in
him? No blame. It costs more than the
since the fall of 1969 when Procol
Crawdaddy! for the Electro Harmonix
average fuzz. It is more than an aver
first worked with the orchestra at
Corporation, a New York firm which
age fuzz. They also make an average
Stratford, Ontario, rumors of such a
makes amazing little boxes and a fine
fuzz which gives the sort of distorted
recording as this have been running
portable amplifier. Our band, the
sounds tube amps from the 40’s and
around. Well, here it is, a few years
Rounders, has been standing in great
50’s gave.
late and not a moment too soon. The
need of these exact things and since
These folks also make an excellent
LP was recorded last November be
the advertising copy looked so inter
portable amplifier which should be on
fore an audience of 3,000 at the Ju
esting, we decided to check them out.
the market about now. It’s going to be
bilee Auditorium in Edmonton, Al
They did have indeed just the thing
called the Hendrix or Clapton (we
berta. From the opening note it is
for us—the Big Muff. The Big Muff is
suggested Beck) Freedom Amplifier
apparent that Procol Harum, the Ed
the finest fuzz-sustain-distortion box I
(amplified freedom! Right on!) and
monton Symphony Orchestra, and the
have as yet been a witness to. It has
it’s small, light, powerful, and plays for
da Camera Singers are sincerely inthree dials instead of the customary
a couple hundred hours on a battery
tentioned. What’s more, Brooker—as
two and the extra one isn’t just window
pack which is repackable. It sounds
pianist and lead vocalist—is not the
dressing. You can adjust the Big Muff
great and is really loud; it kicks a
slightest bit interested in the sort of
to play whole chords. An ordinary fuzz
whole bunch of ass. Besides which,
masturbatory histrionics practiced with
can only do a single note; play more
it is so well engineered that it’s a na
regularity by Keith Emerson. The
than one note and you get
tural for recording. It doesn’t
compositions of Brooker and Keith
garbage noise. The Big Muff
have the hum an ordinary
Reid demand more than mere atten
delivers sweet dirty notes
amp has. Boon in the studio.
tiveness from all musicians concerned
with that clear light clarity.
To top it all off, it’s reason
—they demand a devotion. And here
A musical boon! Jimi Hen
ably priced.
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on every one of the fourteen cuts.
Her voice is strong from start to fin
ish. and her incredible facility to an
ticipate a change of direction or to
instigate one of her own is repeatedly
displayed. If any doubt was left, this
album should prove that Janis Joplin
was truly irreplaceable.

JPd: electro-harmonix

■

It took a 77-man group and Procol Harum
to record this album.
On November 18, 1971, a capacity
audience of three thousand people filled the Jubilee
Auditorium in Edmonton, Canada to experience the
music of Procol Harum live in concert with the
Edmonton Symphony Orchestra and the
Da Camera Singers.

It was recorded in its entirety. From the

use IHCrOWIK

tapping of the baton at the opening of
“Conquistador” to the cries of the seagulls in
“A Salty Dog.” All the dynamics and exuberance
of that night, captured forever.

"Procol Harum Live in Concert
with the Edmonton Symphony Orchestra.”
On A&M Records
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The New Riders Of
The Purple Sage: Gliding
Without The Grateful Dead
For two years The New Riders Of The Purple
Sage huddled under the wing of the Grateful Dead.

Now they’ve taken off on their own.

The New Riders: Jerry Garcia's presence
on their first LP raised the suspicion
that the New Riders couldn’t make it on
their own. But the new album, POWER
GLIDE, may lay that suspicion to rest.
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by Craig Zadan

MUSIC
hey may have had to eat a lot of
tumbleweed along the way, but
The New Riders of the Purple Sage
arc finally a strong, self-contained
band that no longer needs to play
with The Grateful Dead in order to
draw a crowd. They have a new al
bum, Power Glide (on Epic Records),
that shot up the charts almost as
rapidly as the Dead’s extraordinarily
successful gold LP (Grateful Dead,
on Warner Bros. Records); they arc
headlining their own European and
American tour; and they’re about to
make their first appearances on Eng
lish and German television. All this
just a few short months after ending
their apprenticeship as opening act for
the Jerry Garcia crew. How did they

manage to do it?
Under Jerry Garcia’s wing: Formed
three summers ago by a trio of musicthirSty musicians, The New Riders
were off on what was to become a
two and a half year stint touring with
The Grateful Dead as second band on
the bill. Last December, Columbia
Records released their first album,
titled simply, The New Riders of the
Purple Sage, a record of soft country
folk harmonies. At that time The New
Riders consisted of John Dawson
(better known to his friends and to
his public as Marmaduke) on acous
tic guitar and vocals; David Nelson
on electric and acoustic guitar, man
dolin and vocals: Dave Torbert on
acoustic guitar, bass and vocals: and

f- I

Spencer Dryden, the ex-drummer of
the Jefferson Airplane. There was
even a guest appearance on piano by
Commander Cody. But the all-im
portant savor of country twang came
from the pedal steel guitar and banjo
work of Jerry Garcia. And Garcia’s
presence raised the suspicion that the
New Riders were a Grateful Dead
offshoot that could never make it on
their own.
But the release of the New Riders’
second album, Power Glide, may soon
lay that suspicion to rest. The sound
this time out, though basically retain
ing country-folk influences, has gone
on to rock, with numbers like Johnny
Otis’s Fifties favorite “Hand Jive” and
Humble Pie’s 1971 single “I Don’t

John "Marmaduke" Dawson: Banjo play
er Rick Shubb was sitting around looking
stoned one day when he burst out laugh
ing. "Marmaduke! That’s it, you look
like Marmaduke!" And John Dawson
hasn’t been the same since.

Buddy Cage: Garcia’s replacement on the
pedal steel guitar.

Need No Doctor’’ replacing the cow
boy cuts of the first LP. What’s more,
this time the main hand on the pedal
steel guitar is no longer Garcia’s. In
stead. the New Riders have brought
in a steel guitarist of their own—Bud
dy Cage. Garcia has not abandoned
the group, but he’s taken a back seat
and joined Nicky Hopkins and the
Dead’s Bill Kreutzmanna as mere
guest artist.
The man who pushed them out
of the nest: The group’s main source
of strength as a self-sustaining musi
cal unit is John (Marmaduke) Daw
son, who supplied most of Power
Glide’s original songs.

Tonight it's cold and the rain is
falling.
This city’s cold and dark just like
a tomb
A year ago I wish’d I had a million.
But tonight I wish that I could
leave this room.
But you know I’d come runnin*
back to you.
Anytime, anyplace from anywhere.
And if you should lose the way.
Please don’t hesitate to say,
Because you know I’ll come runnin’
back to you.

■
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Marmaduke’s music and lyrics best
reflect the romantic simple, basic,
consistent soft sound of the New
Riders. It is a definite contrast to
the sophisticated, structurally complex
sound of the Dead. Marmaduke’s style
pushes the idealistic a step farther:

I’d like to take you with me.
Would you like to come?
We could go a ridin’.
Off into the settin’ sun.

24 cnxus

The story of Marmaduke Dawson:
‘‘I guess it started way back in sixth
grade with me,’’ says Marmaduke,
describing his initial introduction to
a life of composing and performing.
Though none of the New Riders’
members have true dominance over
the jgroup,
----- 7 *'
’
__
___
Marmaduke
is certainly
------ :t_i_ e-_
xlj sus_ and
responsible
for _____
its Mcreation
tenance.
“You see,” he continues, “I was
this casual guitar picker who o
._..
grew
up, well, first in Chicago, hanging
out listening to that country sound
on a lot of little tiny radios. I moved
to San Francisco and for a while be
gan to lose touch with the country
thing until I heard the sound of a
pedal steel guitar. Well, then I was
hooked. I began to fantasize about
having this group.”
As he grew musically, Marma
duke began to get gigs - at various
small cafes in Menlo Park, California.
“Then Garcia and me sort of got to
gether. He was really into learning
the pedal steel and I was into work
ing on my vocals. So there we were,
hanging out and we knew all these
guys, you know, just a bunch of mu
sicians, and pretty soon we’d get
together and play in coffee houses
and places. Then we were asked to
pick up and tour with a group of
friends called The Grateful Dead.”

David Nelson, lead guitar and vocals:
"The Dead did a lot for us. But, you see,
we had to break away."

Leaving the Dead behind: "It was
really a great association. The Dead
did a lot for us. We got to meet a lot
of people and then about six months
ago we made the break. But you see.
we had to break away from the
Dead. We wanted to do our own
thing and it also became an economic
necessity for us to get out on our
own. There’s not much money in be
ing a second band, and I would
really like to make some money so
I don’t have to work so hard.”
There is, of course, today still the
inevitable comparison between the
mother and child group. Some people
claim that the New Riders sound
exactly like the Dead at times, and
there are others who find very little
similarity.
In concert, the New Riders are
still readjusting to their new top
billed stature. “Yeah, the concert we
just did was a little rough,” admitted
Marmaduke after a shaky night in
New York City. "It was very nice
but a little crazy. There was a lot
of pressure and I sort of expect per
fection and I always want to do better
and we did do better in the end.”
The group still hasn’t overcome
the fear of going out without that
wonderful security blanket. But with
their fears they combine a fierce de
termination to succeed on their own.
So far, so good. Their two records
have kindled the enthusiasm of re
viewers and racked up impressive
sales figures, and their concert ap
pearances have been greeted with
wild enthusiasm. Six months ago it
seemed just a matter of time before
the New Riders of the Purple Sage
would leave the Dead. But now the
question is whether they will leave
them far behind.
•
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Spontaneous Combustion: A Spirited Embryo
of Progressive Pop
by Ed Naha

Spontaneous Combustion: The sounds are
sometimes rough but undeniably fresh and adventurous.

XT That’s in a name? Take SponVV taneous Combustion, for ex
ample. Egad, it sounds like some
sort of teen-age rock band! Surprise,
Spontaneous Combustion IS a real
live teen-age rock band made up of
genuine, bona fide, 100% teen-agers.
The group (composed of Britishers
Gary Margetts and Tony Brock, both
age 18, and Tris Margetts, age 16)
has been together about four years
now and has been touring Great
Britain with such rock notables as
Osibisa, Redbone, and Emerson Lake
and Palmer. In fact, Greg Lake was
so impressed with the lads’ musical
prowess that he decided to produce
their first Capitol album, simply en
titled Spontaneous Combustion.
Spontaneous Combustion music re
flects the feelings of Spontaneous
Combustion the group. At times the
sounds are rough and extremely un
polished; but, in total, the group pro
jects an undeniable sense of freshness
and adventure.
Cannonball enthusiasm: “We all
have different musical interests,” ex
plains lead guitarist Gary, “but it
all works out; with Tris’ classical in
fluence, my admiration of The Who
and Tony’s liking for the Romantic
all finding expression within the
framework of the group.”
Gary, Tris and Tony cite the
Beatles as influencing their songwrit
ing style, but lean more towards jazz
artists for their instrumentation. “The
name Spontaneous Combustion it
self,” they explain, “comes from a
Cannonball Adderly album.”
When the band first started, the

boys found jobs to be few and far
between. What’s worse, they were
forced to turn down many available
bookings because Tris was still in
school and unable to travel. Spon
taneous Combustion made the transi
tion from local rock and rollers to
professionals when Tris, at the ripe
old age of 15, left school. The band
soon found itself making the club
routes in Germany, France, and Bel
gium; much in the same way the
early Beatles strove for success.
After months of practicing, per
forming, and improving their stage
act, the trio returned to England
ready to launch the Spontaneous
Combustion LOOK as well as sound.
It’s entertainment: Says Gary, “I
would say that entertainment is 50%
of it for us—personally, I get annoyed
by groups that just stand there and
play. On our album, I think we are
a bit more tasteful and a little less
heavy. It has to be a bit more tech
nical to make up for the loss of the
visual aspect. But otherwise there’s
not a lot of difference ... we do
the same material live as we do on
the album.”
Combustion’s debut album is produced to capture as much of a “live
performance” feeling as possible. The
trio leans toward longer pieces of
what can be termed “progressive
pop” (the shortest cut on the LP
being 5:07) and incorporate various
time changes to accentuate their mu
sical creativity. At certain points one
might catch, for instance, a sudden
flash of SC’s VCS 3 synthesizer
pounding out an entirely new melody

idea.
A fine romance: Lyrically, the boys
are pretty basic, staying away from
controversial themes and adhering to
more traditional topics such as lost
love and loneliness. In “Listen To
The Wind,” a modern love ballad,
lead vocalist Gary Margetts sings:
Listen to the wind
I hear your voice soft and cool . . .
My hair is long my thoughts are
too
Blowin in the wind
The wind is you.

Not exactly a Grammy award win
ner, but quite refreshing when com
pared to the “see mah bayuhbee
sheeza alliright” dung or the “oh my
tortured poet’s soul lost in a land of
confusing seas” garbage that has been
lumbering
around
in
stagnating
masses lately.
What the boys lack in lyrics, how
ever, they make up for in the vocal
department. All three members of
the trio deliver their melodies in
standard limey-rock and slightly YESish harmonies; a pleasing, albeit
slightly imitative style.
Spontaneous Combustion is a bla
tantly youthful group (added to
gether, the boys ages don’t top fifty)
whose zeal sometimes overpowers
their material. Admittedly the group
is in its embryonic stages and still
searching for a way to evolve . . .
but the newness is there, the spirit
is there. That alone can be quite a
find in a rock world of pseudo sophis
tication and pop one-up-manship. •
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Tjritish groups come and go faster
l> than any phenomenon known
to man. Many group members go
on to other successes, some flounder
about, living on past memories, some
go solo, some leave the business en
tirely . . . Andrew Bown has gone
solo.

Andy is best known for his work
with English teenybop/jazz scream
unit The Herd. It's true his extraor
dinary vocal and keyboard talents
took a secondary place to Peter “The
face of ’68” Frampton: but at least
on the English version of the Herd
LP he was brought out front for the
occasional vocal lead. If you have
the American album, “Something
Strange” was deleted, but you can
hear Andy sing alternate choruses on
“On My Way Home" and “Paradise
Lost.” The American Herd album.
Looking Thru You (Fontana), only

had five of the original twelve tunes;
all the jazz tracks were usurped in
exchange for the B-sides of singles.
Pop

enigma:

The

capsule

biog-

raphy of Andy on the English album
said it well: A beautiful enigma. A
face, a character and a voice so dis
tinctive that once encountered, never
forgotten. One of the few really origi
nal people that you meet on the pop
scene, and an organist at once sensi
tive and inventive. There is no easy
category for Andy: he constitutes his
own.
Many years ago (perhaps 1963),
Andy replaced Bill Wyman (of the
Rolling Stones) on bass in a group
called The Preachers. He left The
Preachers a year later to join Peter
Frampton in The Herd. When Peter
split to form Humble Pie with Steve
Marriott, Andy and other Herd mem
bers Andrew Steele and Gary Taylor
tried to carry on as a trio: but it
was no use, Peter had been the draw.
So, resignedly, Andy formed a group
called Judas Jump—a ‘supergroup’ of
sorts because it housed members of
other then-prominent English scream
bands. They failed. Then Andy
started an organization called Story
teller—though the group didn’t gain

Mother Night: The Cold Beauty
of a Concrete Labyrinth

t

Mother Night: The music is New York
City, plain and simple and nasty. Other
cities aren’t mean enough to produce
such a sound.

Andy Bown:
Out

of the
Herd Into
the
Spotlight
Andy Bown: Often raspy and folk-influ
enced but mostly sweet.
by Janis Schacht

by Ed Naha

z I v he story of Mother Night alJL most sounds like the plot of a
bad movie. In a world where the
standard “rags to riches” story is
synonymous with the term “cliche,”
the nine musicians of Mother Night
are struggling to make it all come
true.
On their first Columbia LP, Mother
Night, this New York based group
has put together a harsh potpourri of
rock, jazz, rhythm and blues which,
blended together, presents a new
musical concept, a sound belonging
totally to the city . . . street music.
Strikingly real and amazingly rough,
Mother-Night-rock relies heavily up
on the Harlem life style, the cold
beauty of the concrete labyrinth in
which the boys grew up, for much
of its inspiration.
The nucleus of Mother Night was
formed a few years back in the
personages of vocalists Ronnie Pace
and Sonny and Skip McPhee, drum
mer Arnold Ramsey, bassist Vai
Burke, and trumpeter Ronnie Tay
lor. Beginning in their early teens,
the six future rock and rollers
started playing the Rhythm &
Blues circuit, an integral part of
the New York City music scene.
Performing under such names as
Willy and the Magnificents, and
Sonny, Skip and the Pace Brothers,
the boys soon fought their way to the
concert stage; being billed with such
soul stompers as the late Otis Red-
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very much of a following, Andy did
gain a wife, the group’s lead singer,
Caroline Attard.

Oh James
I wish I could sing like you
If I had your honeyed voice
I know exactly what I’d do
I could handle being a star
Just like you and Carole are
Now I don’t envy you your fame
I mean who’d be seen with a name
like James?
. . . Andy Bown “Oh James”
(Gone To My Head)
Holding his own: Now Andy Bown
is standing alone. Well, not really
alone, he’s got Peter Frampton back
on guitar and Micky Waller on drums
and some other rather competent
back-up men to round out the sound.
The album Gone To My Head
(Mercury) has one basic, biting
theme: a look at a rock ’n roller
looking at himself and the people
around him. “Wriggle your hips/and
pout your lips/they’ll go beserk you
said/didn’t you forget something/

ding, the Temptations and Gladys
Knight and the Pips.
Searching for sound: Promoters
began milking the fledgling group
more and more, taking everything
but their equipment; and so, in quiet
desperation, the half dozen denizens
of soul' left their R&B work behind
and began looking for a sound of
their own.
Adding three more members to the
group (guitarist Eddie Martinez, sax
player Gary Pribeck and trumpeter
Bill Ohashi) and dubbing the nine
man band “Mother Night,” the mini
orchestra embarked on a dazzling
career which brought them no work,
no money and no food for well over
a year. Upon hearing the news of his
son’s joining a (gasp!) American rock
group, Bill Ohashi’s wealthy Japanese
industrialist father promptly disin
herited him, adding more troubles
to the already floundering group of
would-be rockers.
It was during this period of utter
poverty that the music of Mother
Night was born. All the pain, the
hopes and the anger of nine young
individuals united in a bond of music
found its way into the open . . . and
exploded. The shock waves eventu
ally found their way to Columbia
Records and the rest, hopefully, will
be pop history.
Multi-colored music: The album
Mother Night represents the feelings
of three races; black, white and yel-

low . . . caught in a steel jungle. The
music is PURE New York City,
plain and simple and nasty. Other
cities aren’t mean enough to produce
such a sound. The West Coast isn’t
cold enough and, the lilting melodies
of Nashville would be smothered un
der the cruel gaze of Harlem’s street
lights near dawn. Mother Night is
power . . . the music oozes it.
In “Scuffle,” one of the strongest
cuts on the LP, the band cuts loose
with a hard rock put-down aimed at
the machine that caged them for so
long: the business minded world.
With a musical sneer they step back
and comment:
Everybody’s trying to be successful
Seems to be a way of life
Some people will do anything
for money
Even if it don’t seem right
They got to scuffle in their
shuffle . . .

In “Julie Nixon” (NOT a love
ballad, by the way). Mother Night,
reflecting on the
ghetto where
. . people (are) spraying all
around ... (at) rich roaches, poor
roaches, welfare roaches . . .” in
structs their listeners to
Send your roaches to Julie Nixon
Send all your roaches to Julie
Nixon
Don’t you wait, don’t you hesitate
The ghetto’s in a pretty bad state

it’s gone to my head,” Andy reveals
in the title song. “Etcetera Etcetera”
is an epic song about the aging
groupie. Bown’s looks at love are
bitter, angry and disheartened; his
sound is part acoustic/part electric.
The voice is often raspy and folkinfluenced, but it’s mostly sweet.
Andy’s first American tour is im
minent. And though his musical self
examinations are rather destructive,
there is a very good chance that he’s
going to emerge from the tour an
enormous star. In “Pale Shadow (Of
His Former Self)” he explains:

If you're listening to the words
As well as the tune
You'll certainly agree I’m no
Rod McKuen
They don’t exactly threaten the
23 rd Psalm
But I sometimes like to think
They’ve got a certain charm.
Andy Bown is not Rod McKuen,
or James Taylor or Bob Dylan . . .
he’s Andy Bown. And he’s no longer
standing in anyone’s shadow.
•

Fantastic voyage: Despite the
group’s harshness, their frankness,
they do have a soft side as evidenced
in the song “Utopia” wherein the
group sings of a valhalla-like world
in which peace reigns supreme and
there is no- war in sight. And the
origins of such a Disney-like land?
“This is a place from deep down in
your mind,” they sing.
“Take A Trip” expresses an almost
childlike honesty concerning today’s
world and its bigoted attitudes.

What's all the fuss about color?
If the flowers in the garden had
no color
There would be no beauty to see.

Underlying these lyrical statements
of optimism and pessimism is the
ever present, unrelenting musical
force of Mother Night replete with
weaving horn lines, frenzied guitar
solos and quick tempo transitions.
Mother Night is more than just a
band, it’s the reflection of an ex
perience. Nine lives kneaded together
producing a musical image of reality.
An amazingly inventive rock U.N.
which has weathered the worst in
order to produce the best. If the story
of “rags to riches” is to be consid
ered a cliche, then Mother Night has
got to be one of the most talented
cliches to come along in quite a
while.
*
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Paul Pena: Blind Child
With A Folky Soul
by Janis Schacht

I

Paul Pena: When the
learning the intricacies
mother marched down
bage dump and found a

T imi Hendrix,” Paul Pena exclaims,
“now there was a cat with a
definitely unique style. He was taking
music really a step further.”
Paul Pena has taken folk music
one step further ... he is a folk
singer with a black soul, not in the
style of Odetta or Josh White or Leadbelly, but in the style of Hendrix
and Stevie Wonder and Ray Charles.
About the time Paul Pena, a young
Bostonian, was going to college he
discovered that he wasn’t interested
in psychology any more. He put down
his books and picked up his axe and
started to strum. Paul is a young blind
musician who has not been hindered
by his blindness. His first album,
Paul Pena (Capitol), spans the mu
sical spectrum from folk to rock. He
has a voice which easily adapts itself
to any of the numerous vocal styles
he chooses. “Vocal quality in rock
has gone downhill in the Ilast
—1 ten
—-

other boys were
of softball, Paul's
to the local gar
piano for her son.

years,” Paul announces.
Great insight: While Hendrix’s
uniqueness incorporated both the mu
sical and visual sides of rock, Paul’s
blindness forces him to channel him
self completely into the audio dynam
ics of music. When the lights come
up Paul is already seated onstage . . .
no sympathy plea ... in fact if you
didn’t know Paul was blind you might
never notice. The band behind him
is incredibly together. One of the
prerequisites for playing in the Pena
combo is musical dexterity far beyond
the average musician’s capabilities.
Where did Paul Pena come from?
The Pena past is filled with music.
A blind child who couldn’t go out
and do the things that most young
boys do, Paul spent a great deal of
his time sitting in front of his radio
zeroing in on the sounds of Clyde
McPhatter, The Moonglows, Ben E.
King and The Drifters. Most of Paul’s

childhood idols possessed great vocal
originality. Chubby Checker was one
of his absolute favorites. Paul was
intrigued by everything he heard.
So when the boys around the cor
ner were learning the intricacies of
softball, Paul’s mother had the clever
est of ideas. She marched herself
down to the local garbage dump and
found a piano there. “They had to
break open a whole doorway to get
it in the house,” Paul recalls.
Instrumental change: Paul’s father,
at the same time, was a practicing
jazz musician who in the 40’s and
50’s often played with a jazz outfit
calling themselves the Eddie Watson
Trio. So there was young blind Paul,
his father into jazz, his mother en
couraging him to play classical piano
. . . how could he avoid becoming
involved with the music scene?
At one point, however, Paul remembers finding himself losing inter
est in the piano and buying a guitar.
He took guitar lessons for a while,
forking over the kingly sum of $3.00
per lesson. But after a short while he
discovered that he enjoyed making up
his own melodies much better than
playing other people’s compositions.
/ am a musician, song and com
poser
I can feel that I won’t be lonely
for too long
When this cruel bloody
competition’s over
All there will be left is cosmic
vibrations,
Love and my song
Yes it’s strange it’s a wonder but
it’s true
Everytime I look at you
There’s just so much I want to do
Something to make you happy.
“Something To Make You Happy"

Now playing with his own band,
and after playing with T.Bone Walker,
Paul is developing the reputation of
being a rather magical sort of musi
cian.
Subdued talent: He opened the
bill to Alice Cooper in New York.
Now, we all know that the Cooper
crowd is hungry for action and freakouts, but the remarkable Mr. Pena
kept his audience quiet and involved.
Sitting quietly on a stool singing his
melodies, he managed to keep his
theatrics-oriented audience content.
As one of the trade magazines put it:
“acrobatics aren’t missed when the
sounds surround completely.”
Paul’s music varies from jazz to
rock to folk to blues. He is filling his
head and ours with all the influences
he’s been soaking up for years. He’s
making a very good job of it.
•
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Electric Light Orchestra: "I Am The Walrus
Nine Times Over
P icture nine songs with the sound

rr

by Janis Schacht

and the intensity of “I Am The
Walrus.” It’s just about the same as
filling your head with the sound of
The Electric Light Orchestra.
The Electric Light Orchestra is
The Move, which immediately puts
them planets ahead of your ordinary
meat and potatoes band. The Move
were the legendary crew of English
madmen who gave the world a sack
ful of scintillating records and more
than their share of evil scandals. Re
member the time they sent out nude
postcards of Harold Wilson, then
Prime Minister of England, to pro
mote a single called “Flowers In
The Rain?” What about the rumor
that they drove their first bass guitar
ist Ace Kcfford to the brink of
suicide by leaving him chained and
naked in the middle of a country
road? The Move eventually claimed
that they had little or nothing to do
with forming their image. They said
it was the brainchild of English man
agement whiz Tony Secunda, who
has since reached enormous heights
with the Moody Blues and most re
cently with T.Rex. Was it Secunda
who sent out the mysterious porno
graphic postcards? Was he the cagey
image manipulator who made them
behave like Frankensteins, smashing
televisions onstage, committing name
less perverse acts? No one will ever
know for sure . . . because the
destructive days of The Move are
over, and no one has ever seen Marc
Bolan of T.Rex smash a television
onstage.
Now a trio, Roy Wood (vocals,
oboe, cello, bassoon, clarinet, etc.),
Jeff Lynne (vocals, bass, piano, etc.)
and Bev Bevan (drums and percus
sion) are the new Electric Light Or
chestra. The three play orchestral
fantasies that are totally unlike the
majority of today’s rock composi
tions. Garnished with french horns
and violins, heavily seasoned with
mysterious vocals, the effect is almost
supernatural. The result is their first
LP as E.L.O., a disk called simply
The Electric Light Orchestra (United
Artists).
Back to the beginning: The mu
sic is not really far removed from
the group’s original intentions. Even
back in the days of vocalist Jeff
Lynne’s original band. The Idle Race
(a Birmingham group just like The
Move) Jeff sang strange melodies
coupled with even stranger lyrics.
On the Idle Race’s Birthday Party

ajbum (Liberty), Lynne sang a song
called “I Like My Toys:”

I have a train set and a garage
full of cars
A nd a soldier with a gun
My mother says I should have
more responsibilities
As I’m nearly thirty-one . . .
The sad and unnerving mood of
Jeff’s lyrics has slid unbroken into
the sound of E.L.O. “Mr. Radio,”
E.L.O.’s most endearing song, croons:

Hallo Mr. Radio you friendly
station
So glad of your company your
morning music
My wife she ran away, she left
our home
And though you’re here with me
I’m on my own.

But the genius of The Move was
Roy Wood, who was already writing
every major song in the days when
they were only nestlings. The crown
still remains intact: the man who
gave the music world “Fire Brigade,”
“Walk Upon The Water,” “Curly”
and the remarkable “Brontosaurus”
now turns more poetic, more gentle.
Why? Because Roy Wood claims that
the magic has gone out of electric
rock and roll. He prophesies some
changes, but promises that the amaz-

ingly pulsating bass line and the
heavy-handed drums will never leave
the group sound.
Moving ahead: Move fans, do not
weep, your heroes haven’t gone very
far away. Examine The Electric Light
Orchestra album: In “Look At Me
Now” someone is lurking about the
trees, very much the same as in
“Here We Go Round The Lemon
Tree.” In “10538 Overture,” people
are running through the streets (re
member “Curly" running all over the
town until he covered “every inch
of Liverpool?”).
Why all the name changes, especially as there have been so few
tangible differences? “You see,” Roy
Wood (the mastermind) divulges,
“it’s become an almighty strain to
keep The Move and E.L.O. separate.
After each Move track was put down
I kept saying it would be nice to have
cellos there, but the cellos were for
E.L.O.” . . . And why a cello? “I’m
obsessed with the cello, it’s my first
instrument.” Roy continues summing
up the situation, “Cooling The Move
may be like kicking a gift horse in the
mouth. The Move is a profitable con
cern, but we have great confidence
in The Orchestra. I can feel a new
wave of excitement.” (But if we
don’t react favorably to his new
excitement, will Mr. Wood break his
cello over our heads?)
•

Electric Light Orchestra: Mastermind Roy
Wood says, “It’s been an almighty strain
to keep The Move and Electric Light Or
chestra separate.'*
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' Frank Zappa: Precisely what did
Mr. Zappa mean by his cryptic
utterances? Some of the clues are
buried in
Just Another
/
Band From L.A.
/

i

See the thighs of
L.A./ln Your
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1 That Zappa man
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———3*^ O
to call.

by Robert Hurwitz
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If you feel Just Another Band From L.A. reminds you of the horny
macrostructure known as Los Angeles, you’re right. So head
up Laurel Canyon with us; we’re going straight to Frank’s house.

■

!
I

ver since he changed his “Pipco”
basketball shirt and put on a
suit and tie to pose with the execs
in front of a urinal at the custodian’s
bathroom of Warner Brothers’ Rec
ords, we’ve sort of had the idea that
Frank Zappa was trying to tell us
something. After belching through
thirteen records (sixteen, if you count
the three MGM releases which Frank
doesn’t like to count), Mr. Zappa
went a step further and planned to
spring upon the world recordom’s
first nine-album set. Or so we had
been led to believe. In the six months
since Frank originally promised this
record bonanza, Zappa and the
Mothers have produced a new LP
{Just Another Band From L.A., on
Frank’s Bizarre/Reprise label), ’ a
movie (200 Motels'), a broken leg
(Frank’s . . . suffered in England),
and have had a book written about
them (No Commercial Potential, by
David Walley, released in May by
Outerbridge and Lazard, Inc.). But
no nine-record set.
Zappa’s super-scheme: The non■ appearance of the nine-record set has
completely brought to a halt the
world’s understanding of one of ZapI pa’s most outrageous ideas, his “con| ceptual continuity of the group’s
| output macrostructure.” “There is,”
I wrote Zappa before the nine-record
| set failed to appear under our Christ| mas trees and Hanukkah bushes, “a
I conscious control and thematic and
I structural elements flowing through
I every (Zappa) album, live performlance and interview.” What did Mr.
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Zappa mean by these cryptic utter
ances? Simply that everything he and
his Mothers have done has been, is,
and will always be just one small part
of a giant super-scheme. In fact, you
might say it is all part of a plot, a
conscious master plan, something a
little more sinister than Bank Americard, but not quite as serious as
L.A.’s used auto emperor Ralph Wil
liams. Or as Zappa himself puts it,
every bit of music he’s ever laid
down is like one more shovelful of
dirt in a deliberate soil sculpture so
huge that when you view it from the
ground, you see nothing but an ultra
ordinary hill, but when you scrutinize
it from the air you perceive a shape—
a snake, an arrow, a circle or a
square.
Zappa’s super-clue: For those of
us who can’t rent our own private
helicopters or don’t wish to risk col
lision through the smog with one of
the hundreds of radio station freeway
fliers in order to get an overview of
Zappa’s musical mountain, the ninerecord set will have to suffice. Mean
while, Just Another Band From L.A.,
the latest spadeful of turf to grace
the Zappa construction heap, raises
the suspicion that if the mighty mas
terwork—with its web of secret clues
buried in the earth of Frank’s music
—is for real, its shape is very much
like that dizzying “macrostructure”
known as Los Angeles. Yes, the
mound of hidden humor and mean
ing that snakes across the terrain of
“Billy The Mountain,” “Eddy Are
You Kidding,” “Call Any Vegetable”

and the rest seems to start someplace
near the El Monte Legion Stadium,
where you hop into your ’39 Chevy
(pronounced as in C/ninga). make a
quick stop at the nearest Jack in The
Box for a burger, and after passing
several hundred low-riding, slickeddown greasers strewn across Whit
tier Boulevard, beer can in their left
hand and monkey *wrench in their
right taking apart their engines at
three A.M. on a Friday night while
their bleached blond girl friends yawn
and sing along to KHJ playing cuts
off Zappa’s classic Ruben and the
Jets, you head down the San Ber
nardino Freeway (or is that the Santa
Ana?) toward Los Angeles. About
three miles after passing Forest Lawn
and Eastland Plaza in Covina, hit
the freeway interchange leading to
the Santa Monica Freeway (or is that
the Santa Ana?), pass Dodger Sta
dium and keep going ’til you find
La Cienega Boulevard, then make a
quick detour down Wilshire to Zach
ary Al, where Eddv (the immortal
hero of Just Another Band From
L.A.’s third cut) will be tickled as
a taco to sell you a suit if you stick
around ’til morning. Head north to
wards the hills (if you can see them
in the dark), stop at Piece a Pizza
at Airdrome (as the sign says, “Had
a Piece Lately?”); after gulping down
the Friday night special (be sure to
glance at the 18 four-dollar motels
along the way), drive straight up
until you reach Sunset and the music
billboards (a big one for 200 Mo
tels') , then go two more blocks to
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In his Laurel Canyon
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basement, Francis Vincent
Zappa is tinkering feverishly with
tne keys to his
gargantuan artistic scheme.
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Hollywood Boulevard, where the
names of the stars are set into the
concrete sidewalk. Zip back to Sun
set. make a left on Crescent Heights,
which becomes Laurel Canyon, and
drive up the Canyon (say hi to Joni’s
ladies) until you finally reach Frank’s
house, basement, family and Mothers.
Sex on Sunset Strip: Now take a
close listen to Just Another Band
From L.A. They’re all there! Eddy,
the pint-sized prince of the two A.M.
TV salesmen, hawking double-knit
suits to bleary eyed lovers over the
portable tube in the bedroom of the
four-dollar motel, gets his slice of
Zappa vinyl in the high-pitched comic
harmonies of “Eddy Are You Kid
ding?” The epic mock-rock opera
“Billy The Mountain” boasts such
L.A. landmarks as the Jack in the
Box hamburger stand on Glen Oaks
where Billy the Mountain puts a
crack in the earth’s crust as he
marches with his wife Ethel off to
a New York vacation, or Chief Red
den—the former police boss turned
newscaster on Smog City’s TV
screens—who turns out not to be
“the one mortal man who might be
able to stop” Billy The Mountain
from destroying every last inch of
American suburbia. Hollywood Boul
evard slips into “Magdalena” when
the horny maple syrup maker tries
to lure his reluctant, voluptuous teen
age daughter out for an evening of
(slurp, slurp) sex. And one of the
hairy greaser set dashes into “Dog
Breath” and hauls out his ’39 Chevy
for a ride over to the El Monte Le
gion Stadium and an evening of
Ruben and the Jets with that sweet
gum-chewing chick who helps him
steal hubcaps by moonlight.
A glimpse of Frank's basement:
Meanwhile, back in Laurel Canyon,
Francis Vincent Zappa is tinkering
feverishly with the keys to his super
scheme. While the cooking goes on in
the kitchen upstairs, Zappa labors
in his exhaustively annotated, abso
lutely - down - to - the - last - syllable-and-letter complete basement,
which contains such delights as cas
sette tapes of the band’s first re
hearsals and performances, and care
fully categorized accounts of every
note, rhythm, joke and belch Zappa
and his band have partaken in. Not
to mention records of life at home
and on the road, drag racing at
Irwindale Raceway and words of
wisdom from Mr. Russell’s harmony
class at Antelope Junior College.
Frank is sticking around the house
a little more than usual lately with
his wife and the two little Zappas.
Moon-Unit
(his
daughter)
and
Dweezle (son), playing the family

man, letting the little kids around the
neighborhood write and draw pic
tures on the cast which goes all the
way up his left leg (which inad
vertently found itself broken when
he was tossed twelve feet off a stage
at a London theater some months
back). Everything else, however, is
still the same with Frank: the big
moustache still appears to be glued
on under his nose, and his guitar
playing fingers, not to mention his
mind and his ego. all appear to be
functioning in the proper order.
Enough so, at least, that the ninerecord set is moving right along, off
schedule. And it is unknown when
the Hot Wax will be ready. Until

then, all we are left with is very
little overview of the complex Zappa
complex and a great deal of under
view (courtesy of Just Another Band
From L.A.). Zappa claims that along
with the nine-record set will come
understanding of all the bits and
pieces of his seven-year career with
the Mothers, an insight into all of the
jokes, plots, and innuendos. In the
meantime, we’ll just have to wait it
out in the dark. Or will we? “Some
body in the audience out there (al
ready) knows what we’re doing.”
Frank writes with a bit of humble
restraint, “and that person is getting
off on it beyond his/her wildest com
prehensions.”

A

Even Mark Volman, Howard Kaylan, Ian
Underwood, Aynsley Dunbar, Don Pres
ton, and Jim Pons (sometimes known
as Zappa's Mothers) seem confused about
what Frank is up to.
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Vitamin E:
Miracle or
Make Believe?
^mear it on pimples and watch
O them disappear overnight! That’s
right folks—just one tiny vitamin E
capsule a day will clear up blemishes,
prevent heart disease, fight lung pollu
tion, improve sexual stamina, and
even better, retard the aging process.
Be rejuvenated!
Vitamin E, the wonder drug of the
70’s. In one year, sales of the miracle
vitamin have increased over five
times, and the manufacturers are
happy to say there is no sign of taper
ing off in spite of one very significant
thing—thus far, medical authorities
have been unable to prove there is a
consistent need for this vitamin in
human beings.
Much confusion: Recently a highly
respected group of physicians met at
the New York Academy of Sciences
to discuss recent evidence, both pro
and con, and hopefully come to a con
clusion. The result of this meeting of
the biological minds? They couldn’t
even agree on how it acts in the
body much less resolve the question
of its potential benefits.
In the past, health food magazines
have been filled to overflowing with
articles on “How Vitamin E Cured
My Aching Heart,” etc.. But orthodox
medical groups dismiss these personal
testimonies with a hearty scoff. They
find it difficult, however, to laugh at
medical studies which have shown
that laboratory animals, when fed a
diet lacking in this vitamin, experience
muscular dystrophy, liver damage,
lung malfunction, kidney disturbances
and deterioration of the brain tissue.
The skeptical doctors respond coldly,
“What’s good for rats, isn’t neces
sarily good for human beings, and so
far no one has been able to prove
similar reactions to Vitamin E defi
ciency in humans.”

What to do About the Vitamin E
Dilemma? You, like me, might tend
to say “What’s good enough for rats
is good enough for me!” And keeping
in mind the recent hexachlorophene
story (where after months of disre
garding the results of animal studies
the government finally got around to
agreeing that hexachlorophene can be
damaging to the brain), you may de-

cide to supplement your diet with
Vitamin E.
How Much is Enough? The Na
tional Research Council’s Food and
Nutrition Board set the adult re
quirement at 20 to 30 International
Units. You should be able to meet
this requirement easily if you add
wheat germ, a natural source of Vi
tamin E, to your (hopefully) already
adequate diet. Sprinkle it on fruit,
stir it into yogurt, mix it in your
cereal. If you lean toward Adelle
Davis, who recommends a much high
er intake, you can follow the advice
she gives in Let's Eat Right to Keep
Fit, where she suggests that 100 units
of natural Vitamin E be taken after
each meal. But medical authorities do
agree that Vitamin E is not toxic even
when taken in large doses.
About Pimples: You may want to
try an experiment. Next time you’re
plagued with pimples rub a little Vita
min E directly on the blemish. Use
a pin to open up the Capsule and
with a clean fingertip apply it to the
blemish and leave it on while you
sleep. I won’t say pimples will clear
up overnight, but it should seem to
speed up the process. Another sug
gestion is to open a few capsules and
mix it directly into a jar of moisturiz
ing cream and apply nightly to dry
skin areas. Remember to keep the
cream and Vitamin E mixture in the
refrigerator because the Vitamin E
will become rancid when left in a
warm room. A friend who is troubled
with a dry, scaly scalp even found
Vitamin E beneficial when rubbed
into the scalp and left on for a few
hours before shampooing.

Sandwich Spread
For The
Hairy Head
Whenever you’re feeling unimpor
tant and think no one cares, take
solace in the fact that somewhere,
someone in “Motivational Research”
is thinking of you. What makes you
smoke dope, what forces you to take
to the hills instead of the cities, why
you choose to put mayonnaise on
your hair instead of that marvelous
new hair conditioner.
Recently, a seminar was conducted
by and for those in “the industry” to
delve into what they call the NAT-

URAL EXPLOSION. One of their
surprising conclusions was that wom
en and youth are attempting to “bring
back virginity” by using natural
products. Whether they mean this
literally or not, isn’t it interesting that
these are the same folks who a few
short years ago brought us feminine
hygiene sprays. And to think, before
this product came out we didn’t even
know we needed it.
The members of the seminar did
find it necessary to admit, though, that
it is also a form of “anti-establishment
behavior.” People just aren’t going to
be conned into buying chemicals they
know nothing about anymore. And
we, the consumer, can see how they’ve
gotten around that one. Just label it
Peach Pit Extract and it’s sold. Well,
all that can be said is this, if you
like it, buy it! But if you choose to
stick to your “virginity” and your
“anti-establishment behavior” here is
a new hair treatment you might find
more helpful than Lemon Rind Rinse.
Hair Conditioner for Dry, Mis
treated Hair. Brush hair in opposite
direction from which it grows. In
other words, from the nape of the
neck forward towards the forehead.
On the sides, brush up from the ears.
This will get all the sluggish oil glands
in the hair follicles working. Follow
ing a thorough brushing, shampoo
once using a mild castile soap, then
towel till almost dry. Apply gobs of
mayonnaise and leave on for at least
1/2 hour, longer if you can. You
may want to add a few capsules of
Vitamin E to the mayonnaise. Sham
poo again and in your final rinse
water, add about a half cup of apple
cider vinegar. This will counteract
the alkalinity of the shampoo and re
store the natural acid balance to the
hair.
Why is mayonnaise so good? Be
cause it’s made from egg, which is
protein, and vegetable oil, an excellent
lubricant. When you know what you
are using, you know what you’ll get. •

Ali MacGraw’s
beauty and health
routine.
Soap and water every day.
Plenty of sleep every night. Lots of
exercise in between.
And most important of all—
a thorough health checkup once a
year. Ali knows many cancers
are curable if diagnosed and treated
early enough.
Ali takes care of her looks by
taking care of her life.
We want to wipe out cancer
in your lifetime. Give to the I
American Cancer Society.
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A Nervous
Night With
Pr
He
Behind The 4
Scenes of i
'Procol Live' ®
The critics
agree that
Procol Hamm Live
soars to a
heady triumph.
But as they
prepared to
record in
Edmonton’s Jubilee
Auditorium.
Procol seemed
close to sinking
in defeat.
by Jon Faulds
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Procol Harum: There was more than a
hint that Procol wanted to prove some
thing with the concert and LP . . .
that they felt their viability as a force
on the rock scene had been shaken.

Story Begins on Next Page
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z 1A he small green Cassette tape
A recorder nestled inconspicuously
on my lap, tenth row center in Ed
monton’s Jubilee Auditorium—not
inconspicuously enough though. A
gentleman in a blue suit loomed over
my shoulder, “I'm sorry, sir, but
you can't record in here.” Seventy
feet away in the auditorium lounge
Wally Heider, his large bulk perched
on a small white stool, hunched over
the control board of what is probably
the most sophisticated portable re
cording apparatus in the world, six
feet of the most advanced in elec
tronic technology valued at over
$100,000. Looming over Heider’s
shoulder? Three technicians from
Canada’s national television network;
a member of Procol Harum, Eng
land’s critically acclaimed, if not al
ways best selling rock band; and the
general manager of the Edmonton
Symphony Orchestra.
Wally Heider has permission, nay
blessing, to record in the auditorium.
And why not? Heider’s recording of
the Procol Harum Edmonton sym
phony concert is destined to be re
leased as a record on the A & M
label. Procol Harum Live with the
Edmonton Symphony Orchestra, the
third ever such recording made with
a rock band and full orchestra and
the first ever recorded on a 16 track
machine.
Longhairs storm the fortress of
posh: It is the first time an English
group has ever been allowed to record
with a North American orchestra in
North America, and it is the first
time the Edmonton Symphony has
ever been captured on tape. No small
stir is caused in the local media by
the news that such a venture is hap
pening in Edmonton—a city of
500,000 in Northern Alberta, where
they still talk about the day Jethro
Tull came to town. Edmonton is not
on the beaten track of rock and roll.
Only one hall in the city will suffice
for the concert—the 2,700 person
capacity Jubilee Auditorium, a brick
and marble structure more suited to

an operatic production than Procol
Harum. The seats are red plush, and
the manager is reluctant to allow folk
acts to perform there, let alone a
rock band.
Wally Heider peers into the closed
circuit TV screen hooked up just for
this occasion. Through it he sees Pro
col Harum and the Edmonton Sym
phony Orchestra rehearsing on the
auditorium stage. It is the last re
hearsal for the performance. Heider
is having problems with one of the
connections between the mikes on
stage and his control panel. The cellos
are coming through on a track that
is supposed to be picking up the
violins. Onstage. Procol drummer B.
J. Wilson complains that the Sym
phony is inaudible through the speak
ers which have been placed onstage
for the purpose. A pre-recorded ex
plosion, an integral part of one of
the songs, fails to appear on cue. It
is, all things considered, a nervous
afternoon.

Thorns in the path: The concert
has been sold out for twelve days in
advance, resulting in an abortive at
tempt the same afternoon to arrange
a second concert after midnight. A
woman in the Symphony reports that
she is unable to acquire a ticket even
for her son. Scalpers are charging
between $20 and $30 a ticket.
Communications between the group
and the orchestra are not easy. Procol
Harum talks in terms of solos and
sequences. The Symphony knows bars
and lettered reference points on their
sheet music, necessitating that the
orchestra’s conductor translate be
tween the two. In addition to prob
lems stemming from matters musical,
there is a strictly physical difficulty.
Procol Harum is strung across the
front of the auditorium stage, their
backs to the orchestra and to the
tuxedoed conductor. For four mem
bers of the group, only a turn of the
head is necessary to catch the con
ductor’s cues. Drummer B. J. V^ilson, however, sitting with the podium
directly behnd him, has no such re
course, as a few strained neck muscles
show. In a last minute inspiration just
before the end of the final rehearsal,
someone brings a large truck rear
view mirror onstage. The mirror is
taped to one of B. J.’s cymbal stands,
focussed on the conductor’s baton,
and visual contact is established.
Unwinding a union knot: Suddenly,
a storm in a tea cup brews up be

tween Procol and the orchestra’s rep
resentative of the Musicians’ Union.
The Union representative at first
demands that the recording machine
not be used until the actual concert,
making it impossible for the engi
neers to set their sound level. Procol
and the engineers make their point,
and the machines are turned on for
rehearsal; but the Union man con
tinues his harassment. He sits through
rehearsal with a stopwatch and when
time is up pulls the orchestra off
the stage ... in the middle of a
song. Guitarist David Ball, however,
eases the tension somewhat by strik
ing up a first name friendship with
ESO concert master, Charles Dobias.
The compact, sartorially perfect Do
bias and the lanky Ball make an
incongruous pair, joking as they
leave the stage.
Paper cups in Tuxedo Palace: All
things considered, the nervousness is
understandable, as is the apprehen
sion of the Jubilee management at
the storming of their establisment by
an entourage of the long-haired young
—and not so young—essential to any
rock performance. Smoking onstage
and drinking wine from paper cups,
their conduct poses a cheerful chal
lenge to the traditionally staid audi
torium. Anticipation of the per
formance and the prospect that the
recording made this night could be
come a best-selling pop album infects
the Auditorium, despite the disquiet
ing amount of wire and sound equip
ment arranged around it. The antici"TTvcwCVrtfAn

pation has been building for several
months now. The concert was born
in a chance comment made to Sym
phony Assistant General Manager
Bob Hunka by Toronto rock col
umnist Ritchie Yorke at an Edmon
ton rock competition seven months
before. Hunka, looking to follow up
to the enormously successful Light
house-Symphony collaboration, asked
Yorke for advice. “Procol Harum,”
suggested Yorke, who then supplied
Hunka with details of a previous sym-

B. J. Wilson, drums: B. J.’s problem is
solved when someone tapes a large truck
rear view mirror to one of his cymbal
stands.

phony performance Procol had staged,
plus an address where the group
might be reached and all the resources
of his post as dean of Canadian rock
critics.
Plastering cracks in the group:
Procol welcomed the proposition.
They had planned to come to North
America to record an album anyway
and were taken by the suggestion that
the album be recorded at the proposed
concert. There was more than a hint
in Procol’s acceptance that they
wished to prove something with the
concert—that their viability as a
force on the rock scene had been
altered by personnel changes they had
recently undergone. Robin Trower.
their guitarist, left the band some
months before to lead his own group;
and replacement David Ball was
found through an ad in the English
trade magazines. Mathew Fisher, or
ganist. had also left, as had bassist
David Knight, making way for Chris
Copping who at first doubled on or
gan and bass, then stuck strictly to
organs when Alan Cartwright moved
onto the scene. In many ways, the
changes were reminiscent of the tur
moil in the band at their beginning
in 1967. In those days Procol was
no more than pianist Gary Brooker
and lyricist Keith Reid—a songwriting
team who, with the help of a few
studio musicians, recorded the classic
“Whiter Shade of Pale.” Trower.
B. J. Wilson and Knight were added
for the recording of their first album
Procol Harum (on the Deram label).
Of these three original Harumites.
only Wilson now remains.
A nervous gamble: Now, Procol
was determined to prove that their
strength had survived the latest up
heaval. “It’s going to be good,” said
B. J. at the close of the last rehearsal.
Then, scratching his head with grim
determination, “It had better be
good.” Success was no mere artistic
necessity. To break even financially
on the concert, Procol has to sell
over 150,000 albums. Though ticket
sales covered the group’s transporta
tion fees and the $2,000 hotel bill run
up during the band’s stay at Edmon
ton’s Holiday Inn, in order to pay
the staggering rates demanded by
Heider’s recording unit and the Ed
monton Philharmonic yet still come
up with a profit, Procol is going to
have to sell more copies of this LP
than of any record it’s ever put out
before. With this in mind, the concert
opens on a nervous note.

■■

Is collapsed and crumbled without
warning
And I am left standing

Looking up and wondering why
and wherefore
It is Keith Reid, Procol’s retiring lyr
icist, unexpectedly making his secondever stage appearance to read an
excerpt from the cantata that might
be the work’s rationale.

B. J. Wilson’s drums on “Conquis
tador” are unusually heavy-handed,
and David Ball, with an over ex
tended solo, destroys an orchestra
entry, but the crowd pays no mind.
The capacity audience of Edmonton’s
richest hip is on Procol’s side and
determined to make the band feel at
home. An unforgettable collective
guffaw escapes their lips when the
24-voice da Camera chorus, who ac
companied the orchestra, rises for the
beginning of “Whaling Stories,” gives
one loud introductory yell, then
quickly sits down again; and Gary
Brooker draws an
apprehensive
chuckle for breaking down in mid
song and confessing quite honestly
that it is all messed up.
Courage from the voice of doom:
Not until Procol launches into “In
held ’twas in I,” do the orchestra and
the band sound comfortable together.
Layer upon layer of instruments in
octaves pile one upon another build
ing the tension to a screaming climax.
Doom-inspiring bass and guitar fig
ures follow. Then a slight, stooping
figure in wire-rimmed glasses and
tweed coat, apprehensively clutching
a sheaf of papers, appears by a
microphone on the left hand side of
the stage, and his voice thunders out
softly over the sound of the instru
ments:
In the darkness of the night
Only occasionally relieved by
glimpses of Nirvana
As seen through other people’s
windows
Wallowing in a morass of self
despair
Made only more painful by the
knowledge
That all I have is of my own
making
When everything around me, even
the kitchen ceiling

If I can communicate
If in the telling and the baring
of my soul
Anything is gained
Even though the words which I
use are pretentious
A nd make me cringe with
em barrassmen t
Then the words veer strangely from
tortured confusion into the nearly
humorous tale of the pilgrim who
spends five long years in contempla
tion waiting to ask the Dalai Lama
the ultimate question—the question of
the meaning of life—only to be
granted an audience in which the
Dalai Lama smilingly announces,
“Well, my son, life is like a bean
stalk, isn’t it?”
The last tough step to triumph:
The standing ovation stretches into
minutes and Procol announces that
they will re-perform several of the
songs—as much for the benefit of
the 16-track recorder as for the en
thused audience, but the audience
stays with them. They repeat “Con
quistador,” the second attempt joy
ously refuting the uncertainty of the
first; and the program ends in open
triumph.
The flamboyant B. J. Wilson, the
methodical bassist Alan Carter, the
alert David Ball, cossack mustached
Gary Brooker and youthful Chris
Copping wear wide grins. For the
da Camera chorus. Derek Sutton,
Procol’s manager, has only praise; but
of the symphony he is more critical.
Careful listening to the tapes after
the concert reveals that the ESO
drummer was persistently out of
time. It is necessary to mix him down
and sometimes eliminate him com
pletely during the final stages of
production. “Not a bad orchestra,”
was Derek’s final verdict. “Hardly
up to the calibre of the London Phil
harmonic,” but definitely “not a bad
orchestra.”
•
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Had you visited London’s Morgan Studios
that night, you would have seen two tall
and gangling gentlemen in outlandish
clothes—John Baldry and Rod Stewart
—frantically dashing up and down the
stairway.

Mad John
Baldry s
Tea Party;
or Everything
Stops For
Elton and Rod
by Howard Bloom

S j
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Every morning at ten a yellow Aston Mar
tin disgorged a dapperly dumpy piano
pounder on the sidewalk in front of
I.B.C. Studios . . . Mr. Elton^ftercules
John.
£

■
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When Elton John and
Rod Stewart decided to help
John Baldry whip together
Everything Stops For Tea,
two staid English studios
suddenly began to look
like hotbeds of lunacy.
Story Begins on Next Page
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_________
Tohn Baldry, at the tender young
age of 31, already seems to have
become an ancient patriarch of the
rock tribe. Like Moses, he’s led many
a lost young lad through the desert
and to the brink of the Promised
Land, then watched the youngster
cross the border to the milk and
honey of fame while Baldry still
stood patiently on the parched hill
ock of minor stardom. Little Reggie
Dwight (Elton Hercules John to the
likes of us)—a lad who always
looked lumpy no matter what he
wore—was pounding the piano in a
gambling-joint band when Baldry
first stumbled upon him. Long John
made Dwight’s group his back-up
band, led them through the dunes
and gulleys, of the concert sscene,
and finally let Reggie loose: two
years later to enter a better world.
The twenty-year-old superstar-to-be
leapt into an opening as office boy at
Dick James Music—the publishing
house that soon gave him lyricist
Bernie Taupin, a new name, and a
position of power in the Land of
Glory.
Grey flannel Rod: Then there was
not-so-wee Rod Stewart—a conserva
tive looking lad decked out in a
grey flannel suit and pompadour hair
do—whom the kindly and prophetic
Mr. Baldry found blowing Howlin’

Long John
Boldry's
Impractical
Joke Book
j^ext time you’re performing at
Carnegie Hall and the audience
seems to be falling asleep, try some
of these sure fire lines from the lips
of Long John Baldry:
• “I will admit that I have several
stock lines on hand for a place that
might seem a bit thin in the audi
ence. ‘I thought the promoter was
joking when I overheard him telling
the security guard to start throwing
people in.’ ‘Did you all come in the
same taxi?’ And ‘Now the band
would like to play “Tea For One.” ’ ”
• “I’ve no idea of who will be on
the next LP, but I’ve got the title
anyway. It’s going to be ‘My Lips,

n:
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Wolf blues tunes through a harmon
ica in the Twickenham Railroad Sta
tion. John promptly gave the lad,
who still lived at home with his
parents, a chance to cross the musical
wilderness with “John Baldry’s Hoochie Coochie Men” and escape bond
age. Some years later, when a grateful
Roddie left the 6’7” star-maker’s com
pany, he hitched up with a small
squirt of a lad named Jeff Beck, and
got his first taste of stardom’s Heaven
ly Kingdom. Then there were those
others who passed by Baldry’s camp
on their trips through the wilds of
anonymity—wanderers like the Roll
ing Stones, who borrowed some of
Mr. Baldry’s irreplaceable Little Wal
ter singles and never brought them
back, or the Beatles, who slaved
away at a German club while Long
John sang his tonsils out at a nitery
up the street.
The Beatles, the Stones, Rod Stew
art and Elton John—all of them
broke through to the land of star
dom. But what about Long John
Baldry? Though he flashed to num
ber one on the British charts for a
brief moment in 1967, crooning a
song he shudders to recall, he was
somehow always left standing for
lornly in the foothills of obscurity.
A boost from the boys on the
top: But not all those Baldry guided

“You know how Jerry Garcia sings? He
sings like a failed rabbi."

Unlike My Legs, Are Sealed.’ Actu
ally, the original title of this album
was supposed to be ‘Don’t Pick Your
Nose on Sunday, You Won’t Find
God Up There,’ but they all freaked
out at Warner Bros.”
• “I used to do a routine where I’d
say, ‘Right now, ladies and gentle
men, we’d like to continue with a
song from the beautiful Broadway
show called ‘I Could Have Danced
All Night But My Wheel Chair Sud
denly Sprung A Puncture.’ I looked
out, and the audience was in a state
of shock. There was this row of faces
all lined up in the back, and all of
them were in wheelchairs.”
•

through the darkness were content
to see their old (if you can properly
call a man no older than John Len
non old) guide John Baldry standing
outside of the light. While Rod
Stewart raced around buying a pal
ace, two outrageously royal automo
biles, and enough furniture to fill
several dozen rooms, he did not for
get the chalky-throated Baldry. Nor
did Elton John, dashing about in his
Aston Martin and spending the
bread the Good Lord had given him,
lose sight of the man who had first
delivered him from the gloom of a
dark poker dive.
Baldry had always thrown his en
ergy into boosting the careers of his
friends; now his friends were ready
to throw their energy into lifting his
career. For three days Elton’s yellow
Aston Martin glided to a halt in front
of London’s I.B.C. Studios every
morning at ten, and the dapperly
dumpy piano pounder rushed up the
stairs to join Long John for six
straight hours behind the mikes. Late
in the evenings, long after the sun had
left London’s streets to the whims
of darkness, a sleek Lamborghini
screeched to a stop between the two
dignified old houses occupied by
Morgan Studios, and gawky Rod
Stewart stumbled up to the control
room to see what sort of musical
party could be whipped up on tape
before daybreak.
A lazy romp through the grooves:
The result was Everything Stops For
Tea (on Warner Bros.), an LP that
all are hoping will at last propel the
unselfish Mr. Baldry through the gates
to the land of milk and honey. Every
thing Stops For Tea is a sly combin
ation of Afro-Cuban rhythm (on “Iko
Iko.” the cut Dr. John made a hit out
of just before Baldry’s disk reached
the music stores), old folk ballads
that give Baldry and Rod a chance to
do some sentimental vocal duets. Wil
ley Dixon blues of the sort that
started Baldry’s proteges (meaning
Stewart and the Stones) on their trip
to stardom in the early sixties, and
some bouncy, melodic rock and roll.
The flesh that frequently makes these
musical bones into living, jumping
bodies comes from the Baldry voice
(‘like a bag of rusty nails wrapped
in cotton wool,” says Long John),
the hard romping of ex-Colosseum
member Jimmy Litherland, Bob Wes
ton, and Elton John’s new back-up
man, David Johnston on guitar, the
tight-fisted foundation of Elton’s pia
no, and a touch of Rod Stewart’s
insanity.

i
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Murder and Mayhem: Rod Stew
art’s side of the album was a case
of murder and mayhem nearly every
inch of the way. First off, reports
Baldry, “They’ve got a bar in Mor
gan Studios. That’s why most of
Roddy’s sessions always tend to
sound very drunken.” And secondly,
though Rod and Long John went into
the studio with hardly an idea in the
world of what they were going to
record, once they’d oiled themselves
up a bit at the Morgan drinkery.
they developed an ambition that
would have made sense in a Holly
wood movie studio, but not in a
mere musical recording facility. The
pair decided they would lay down a
tune from a thirties musical comedy
and restage the scene that went with
it. In the movie original, Jack Bu
chanan—a top hat. tuxedo, bow tie
and tap dancing songster—had played
an overburdened executive fighting
off phone callers while trying to guide
the course of his empire. The phone
was winning the battle, and Bu
chanan had finally arrived at the
brink of losing his mind when sud
denly, in the nick of time, help
arrived in the form of a lady with
refreshments; and the grateful finan
cial dictator, barely rescued from a
homicidal outburst, had warbled en
thusiastically that “Everything stops
for tea.” Baldry and Stewart set about
hastily to recreate Buchanan’s super
camp thirties scenario, only to run
into problems. First, they needed a
typist, someone who could make the
keys chatter with truly maniacal
frenzy; so they dragged a typewriter
out of Morgan’s administrative of
fices on the other side of the street,
hauled it up the stairs to the studio,
put it in a corner with Rod’s fiancee
Dierdre, and ordered the poor girl
to peck for all she was worth. Then
they discovered that the studio had
no phone. How was Baldry to fight
off phone callers without a telephone?
The nearest receiver turned out to be
up the stairs. Stewart quickly ran a
mike up the stairwell, sent a bloke
to a phone booth across the street
with a pocket full of change and
instructions to set the phone upstairs
a-ringing. Voila . . . everything seemed
ready.
A fly in the ointment: There was
only one problem. The script called
for Baldry’s pianist, Ian Armitt, to
disguise himself as a failing song
writer named Lennon, knock on the
office door, and insist on playing
Baldry a tune he’d just written.

There was no way of moving Armitt’s
piano up the stairs to the telephone,
and no way of moving the phone
downstairs to the piano. What could
be moved? Baldry! Had you visited
Morgan Studios that night, you would
have seen two tall and gangling gen
tlemen in outlandish clothes—John
Baldry and Rod Stewart—frantically
dashing up and down the stairway
while the phone rang on one floor,
and a pianist and typist tapped the
keys of their instruments in lunatic
unison on another.
Everything else ran rather smooth
ly. When Rod and John decided to
sing an old folk favorite of theirs
together (“Mother Ain’t Dead”) then
discovered that they’d never known
more than two verses of the song
because, indeed, it only had two
verses, Baldry retired to the bar down
stairs for inspiration, scribbled sev
eral new stanzas on a piece of scrap
paper, and marched back into the
studio again. When Baldry’s former
guitarist, 21-year-old Sam Mitchell,
showed up to play on one cut and
discovered the whole crew sitting
around wondering what to perform
next, he dashed off a blues of his
own on the back of an envelope and
gave them some fresh notes to chew
on. And so it went, with Rod loom
ing over the instrument panel gestur
ing absurdly through the glass par
tition to give Baldry and his back-up
musicians their instructions.
Elton the nun: Elton, on the other
hand, was somewhat more organized.
He knew what he wanted to do—
“Come Back Again,” a scrumptiously
melodic rocker written by a group
he’d come across while touring in
Australia, and South African singer
John Kongos' “Jubilee Cloud,” among
others. But his outlandish appearance
lent a note of lunacy to the pro
ceedings despite his purposeful man
ner. Says Baldry, “He wore a green
satin jacket with apples on it or cab
bages or something, and he looked
like he always looks—sort of half
blind. Trouble is, Reggy has got one
of those figures where it doesn’t mat
ter if he spends millions of pounds
on clothes, which he does, in actual
fact; he still looks like a nun.”
It’s little wonder that when Baldry
later handed Faces guitarist Ron
Wood the task of drawing the LP’s
cover,, he ordered Ron to portray
him as
t
the Mad Hatter presiding
over an Alice In Wonderland tea
party where Rod Stewart was to be
represented by a gawky rabbit, and

Elton John was to be symbolized by
a slightly dumpy Dor Mouse.
Gentle John hits the road: At
four o’clock one morning the last
song was finally sung and the last
guitar riff finally laid down: and by
noon of the same day Long John
Baldry, the man who had given
Elton John and Rod Stewart their
start, was on his way to San Diego
for a tour of the States . . . another
trip on which he would devote more
energy to introducing his unknown
proteges (this time his new back-up
band. Ashman & Reynolds, who have
just brought out an LP on Polydor
Records), to announcing their names
from the stage over and over again,
and to stepping out of the spotlight
and forcing the audience’s attention
on them when they took their solos.
than to making the concert goers
glue their admiration on him and
him alone. For once again. Gentle
John Baldry. teacher of musical
princes and friend of the rock world’s
kings, was about to guide a fresh
set of wanderers out of the dark
valley of obscurity.
•
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vaults and whether the fine previously
unreleased “Tell the Truth-Jam” is the
last of the lot or a preview of things
to come. Do I hear any more ques
tions out there?

Love it!

Worth one listen
at least.

Deep Purple—Machine
Head (Warner Bros.)

According to their song “Smoke on
the Water.” the latest incarnation of
this heavy rock band “Came to Montreux/On the Lake Geneva shoreline/
To make records . . ./But Swiss time
was running out/It seemed we would
lose the race.” They sure did, coming
in way behind their normally fine
showing. Even for machine heads,
haste makes waste.

Listen to it ’til the
grooves grow old.

Leave it!

Fleetwood Mac—Bare
Trees (Reprise)

Savory, but for
special tastes.

Big

Sur

The long winter seems to be over
for Fleetwood Mac with this, their
second release in less than six months.
Ever since the grafting on of new
limb Bob Welch, their tree has been
budding and swaying to a smooth
Rock sound. This album bears the
fruit of Welch's writing talents, as
well as a couple of juicy Christine
McVie tunes, and some of Danny
Kirwan’s ripest music in several
years. It’s good to see a top-notch
band in full bloom once again.

Festival/One

Hand Clapping (Columbia)
hand clapping don’t make
much noise, and neither does
this album of pretty ordinary per
formances by Joan Baez, Kris Kristofferson, Taj Mahal and B,S & T. While
this is being palmed off as the record
of the 1970 festival, most of the other
heavies were not included because of
contractual problems. I hate giving
backhanded compliments, but even
last year’s lame documentary film
was better than this.

History of Eric Clapton (Atco)

.........................

You can easily use this two-record
set as a trot to cram for a final on
Clapton’s development as the Picasso
of the lead guitar, from his classical
blues days with the Yardbirds through
to the dancing, cubist rock of Derek
and the Dominoes. But like any trot,
it leaves out a lot of essential informa
tion and raises more questions than
it answers. If there’s ever a quiz, I
hope somebody will ask the people at
Atco why they haven’t released the
single version of “Coming Home,”
one of the most important turning
points in Clapton’s career. I’d like to
know how many more cuts of Derek
and the Dominoes are lying in the
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by Steve Ditlea

Fleetwood Mac

&

Ellen
Tonk

McIlwain—Honkv
Angel (Polydor)

Ellen Mcllwaine is no mere honky
tonk angel, but a robust, raucous,
rockin’, rhythmic, roarin’, rapturous,
ravishing, rousing, red-hot, right-on
spirit rendering a wide range of re
cordings, from rock to rural blues.
Recommended for readers who relate
to real vocal talent.
>1

Hawkwind—
-'
In
Search
of Space (United Artists)

With the whoosh and roar of syn
thesizers and audio generators propel
ling them into the nether reaches of
circa-Sixty-Eight spaced rock, Hawk
wind extends the limits of what were
once familiar musical frontiers. With
out the hysteria of pseudo-psyche
delia, they explore the expressive pos
sibilities of such once-trite techniques
as phase distortion and frequency fil
tering. Makes you wonder what the
Stones’ Satanic Majesties would sound
like if it came out today instead of
way back when.
C®*

John Kay-Forgotten Songs &
Unsung Heroes (ABC/Dunhill)

(
Eric Clapton

/I

The voice of Steppenwolf brings it
all back home after the group’s deci
sion to go down their separate paths.
In his first solo album, John Kay
looks,backward to singers and songs
who influenced him in his early days,
and forward to some of his own new
material. His raspy, meandering vocal
style puts new legs on Pat Sky’s longneglected classic of the open road,
Many A Mile. Sounds like this are
just the beginning of an important

a

musical journey for John.

B. B. King—L.A. Midnight
(ABC/ Dunhill)
Secure on his throne, the King of
blues, B.B. that is, invited Taj the
Prince to play along with him on
two cuts of his new album. No sur
prises on L.A. Midnight, just another
regal performance by Queen Lucille
with some respectful accompaniment
from Jesse Davis on guitar and Victor
Feldman on piano, among others.
B.B. King continues to reign supreme.

11

Taj Mahal—Happy Just To
Be Like I Am (Columbia)
On the back of this, his first album,
in over a year, Taj writes “love you
baby, know you bound to love me
some." Yeah. Taj, all it takes is a
listen to dig the maker of this unique
blend of blues, soul and rock. Long
underrated in favor of flashier stylists,
Taj is beginning to develop the follow
ing he should have had long ago.
Craft will out in the end; a lot of
people are happy that he is just like
he is, a prince of pop.

a

\_7
Malo (Warner Bros.)
Malo es muy malo, I mean baaaad,
you know. Baaaaaad and mello-o-o-o.
Laid-back Latino rhythms but real
soft, muy suave. “Suavecito,” their
single, you’ve already heard by now.
If you liked that. Io quieres estc disco
con Jorge Santana (Carlos’ brother)
on smiling lead guitar y Arcelia Gar

Pick of The
Month
Bobby Whitlock (ABC/Dunhill)
Bobby Whitlock’s first solo album
begs the question of why he never
shared in the acclaim heaped on Eric
Clapton in the days of Derek and the
Dominoes. The man who co-wrote
half the songs on Layla and sang on
most of them has finally emerged
from the shadows of the superstars
to shine in his own light. Initial reac
tion to this record has been dim, but
think of how long it took for Layla's
righteous glow to be spotted by the
critics. Whitlock’s cluster of country
and gospel-tinged pieces features his
honest, sometimes straining voice and
a constellation of glittering back-up
musicians, including Bonnie & De
laney and George Harrison. If only
the smog of hype and impossible
expectations will clear away long
enough for a clear view, this record
could burst forth into one of the
supernovas of the year.

Osibisa — WOYAYA (Polydor) Osibisa means rhythm in the Akan lan
guage, and that’s what this Afro-West

R.E.O. Speedwagon (Epic)
Chunka - chunka - chunk! Out of
Champaign, Illinois roars the effer
vescent hard-rock sound of R.E.O.
Speedwagon. Seldom coming down
out of fourth, this finely tuned music
machine glides effortlessly over a

cia singing con macho y trumpets y
congas y timbales. Mira, it’s Latin
soul that even a blue-eyed gringo can
love.

David
\y Pomerantz—Time to Fly (Decca)
David Pomerantz takes to the air
and spreads his musical wings after
a first album which was confined to

DON’T IGNORE THESE DISKS

Crusaders I (Blue Thumb) Yum,
yum, yum, the Crusaders play some
of the tastiest music this side of choc
olate fudge brownies. Having changed
their name from the Jazz Crusaders,
they’ve cooked up a new recipe full
of chewy lead guitar, crunchy bass,
bitter-sweet horns, and some highcalorie drums. At first bite this seems
a lot like Isaac Hayes' blend of ingre
dients on the Shaft soundtrack, but
savor it a while and you’ll find this
refreshingly richer and more filling.

blues and jazz. He soars through some
rock and acoustical folk as well as
heartily arranged show-type tunes.
After flying off in so many directions,
it’ll be interesting to see on which
style he finally chooses to land and
bufld his nest.

Indian rock band is all about. Closer
to jazz than their first exuberant al
bum, they’ve traded sophistication for
their old brand of raw excitement,
and the result is equally joyful and
spirited.

Pure Prairie League (RCA) Flow
ing easily behind the earlier waves of
Byrds, Buffalo Springfield and Poco,
this tongue of surf should refresh the
parched shores of hip country and
western. The long drought is over
thanks to such frothy songs as “Take
it Before You Go” and “You’re Be
tween Me,” with its homage to Mc
Kendree Spring. Take the plunge and
bask in the invigorating sound of
Pure Prairie League.
•

Malo
straight-on road of bedrock bass and
some smooth-humming drumming.
When they turn on the Onde Mar
tinet, a kind of mini-Moog, it’s over
drive all the way.

ff •

V
Spirit—Feedback (Epic)
Though the name’s the same, Spirit
now inhabits some new bodies. Al
Staehely on bass and lead vocals, and
his brother J. Christian on lead guitar
and vocals have teamed up with old
Spiritualists Ed Cassidy and John
Locke to give the group a totally dif
ferent character. Down-home picking
and boogyin’ licks mix with hard rock
bass lines. Though they haven’t been
together long enough to really tran
scend themselves and rise into the
heavens of rock, Spirit’s reincarnation
does manage to get off on several of
Al Staehely’s compositions. You
might even say his ‘‘Mellow Morning*’
seeps into your very soul with its
soft contented vibes.
•
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Yes, It’s true! — if you join right now, you may
have ANY 8 of these stereo tapes for only $2.86.
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or money order. In exchange . .
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As a member, I agree to buy seven selections (at
regular Club prices) during the coming two years and
may cancel membership any time thereafter If I
continue. I will be eligible for your bonus plan. All
selections will be described in advance in the Club
magazine, sent every four weeks. If I do not want
any selection. I'll return the selection card by the
date specified — or use the card to order any other
selection. If I want only the regular selection. I need
do nothing — It will be sent automatically. From
to time. I'll be offered special selections which I
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Their First Album On
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TTt was only three years ago that
1 Sonny Bono sat in the den of his
22-room Hollywood mansion admit
ting to his loving wife Cher that they
had gone broke, and promising that
they would be back at the top in five
years. Cher was startled, but before
she could react Sonny was already ex
plaining his formula for their desper
ately needed return to success—they
would drop their hippy record artist’s
image, drop their far-out look, and go
into the night club circuit as a young
Steve and Eydie. “We’ll go on the
road,” he told Cher. She frowned, but
they went.
To a more ordinary singing team,
the idea of travelling the night club
circuit would not have seemed very
startling. But this was no ordinary
team, this was Sonny and Cher—a
pair who’d rocketed to fame as
“‘iweirdo” teen idols, not as “respectable” entertainers.
Rich rockers: Way back around
1965 Sonny and Cher had dressed the
part of the typical rock and roller.
Sonny’s Beatle-type haircut and Cher’s
informal jeans, fur vests and holster
helped sell quite a few records; but
their home life, far from the public’s
glaring eye, was always 100% Holly
wood. Their five cars, handfuls of
servants and the 22 room dwelling
(which they bought from Tony Curtis
for close to a million dollars) were
anything but underground.
Then the bottom fell out of their
career. Sonny claims the turning point
arrived when he and Cher committed
one of the youth culture’s. cardinal
sins—coming
out
against
drugs.

Sonny
&. Cher:
How Two
"Rockers"
Outfoxed
Hollywood
Three years ago the tides
of rock tossed
Sonny and Cher onto the
sandbank of poverty.
But Sonny swore he’d find
a way back to success.
by Steven Craig

Though they knew it would hurt their
popularity, they starred in an anti
drug TV special, then watched their
record sales plummet as the TV pro
gram was shown in one high school
after another around the country.
Down to rock bottom: Soon the
money was going, their records weren’t
selling and their concerts were being
cancelled right and left. But Sonny
was never one to show alarm. He re
acted to their failing careers by bor
rowing enough money to buy his wife
a new 40-carat emerald ring. Then he
put a million dollars of his own money
into a film that he wrote for Cher.
Named Chastity (after their young
daughter), it was panned by the critics
as dismal melodrama and subsequently
failed, leaving the Bonos nearly penni
less.
Gone were the days of Sonny and
Cher’s big hits. “I Got You Babe,”
“Bang Bang.” “All I Really Want To
Do,” and “The Beat Goes On” were
but memories of the team’s initial
triumphs.
At first Sonny hid the failing state
of their affairs from his wife; but
when he finally revealed that the two
of them had gone broke, he promised
success would come again. His assured
attitude came from his firm belief that
his wife was the most talented lady
in show business. And she trusted him.
During six years of marriage Sonny
had made all the decisions and Cher
had never once doubted his ability to
make good. Why should she begin to
doubt him now?
The odd couple: Cher, (Cherilyn
Sarkasian) from El Centro, California,

k

Sonny and Cher
are determined to give
the same kind of boost to
rock that Ed Sullivan gave in
the days of the Beaties.
Among the guests they’ve
lined up for next season’s
TV shows are Paul Mc
Cartney’s Wings, Elton John
and Carole King.

Sonny and Cher: They had
three Mercedes, a
Ferrari, a jeep, a million
dollar mansion, and an
empty bank account.
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was born part American Indian, part
Armenian and part French. Sonny,
born Salvatore Phillip Bono, hailed
from Detroit, Michigan and was the
son of poor Italian immigrant parents.
By sixteen, although he was an un
trained musician and could not read
a note of music, he'd already written
a song called “Koko Joe,” which was
eventually recorded with some suc
cess by the Righteous Brothers.
Breaking into rock and roll:
By age 17. Sonny had moved to Los
Angeles and gotten a job as a truck
driver. But no truck was going to
keep Sonny Bono out of the music
business. Instead of driving the routes
mapped out for him by his employers.
Sonny revved up the engine and raced
frantically from one record company
to another auditioning his songs. Be
fore long Specialty Records hired him
as an apprentice producer, and put
him to work with people like Little
Richard and Sam Cook. For a short
while he went out to start a record
company of his own. Soon discour
aged, he settled for a job in promotion
at Hi-Fi Records, and before long be
came West Coast representative for
Philly’s Records and assistant to Phil
Spector (who was destined to produce
the Beatles). Spector gave Sonny his
first singing job, backing up the Ronnets and the Righteous Brothers.
At age 19, Sonny married and had
a daughter; but in 1963 this first illplanned relationship dissolved in di
vorce. Then on a double date he met
Cher, and before long the two of them
had eloped to Mexico. The honey
moon was barely ended when Sonny

and Cher began to work as a team.
They borrowed some money and cut
one record, then a second. By the
third, “I Got You Babe,” they were
riding high on the charts. And within
a few months time they were driving
as many as five songs up the charts at
one time.
The struggle to get off the bottom:
But that was the past. In 1969 they
were has-beens, and Sonny’s new “save
our careers” program demanded that
they try a risky new approach—ditch
ing the rock market, getting rid of
their dependence on records, and pur
suing the wealthy, middle aged audi
ences who keep the coffers of Las Ve
gas overflowing. The first step was a
trip to Vegas to see how other per
formers had conquered the gambling
house crowds. What Sonny saw on the
plush stages of The Sands and Caeser’s
Palace disturbed him. The acts had an
unpleasant “sameness” he wanted to
avoid. That was when he took a firm
stand against going onstage with an
act already written out in advance.
He and Cher were going to have to
develop their patter under the unmer
ciful glare of the spotlights and the
restless gaze of their audiences.
Waiting in the kitchen: Then came
the drilling—the rehearsals of songs
that even the over-forty set could en
joy. It was a hurried but well-calcu
lated attempt to bring themselves up
from the depths of the forgotten. They
did it before, so why couldn’t they do
it again? They began playing clubs in
Canada, Vegas, Los Angeles. Cher
hated it. She longed to be back home.
Sonny found it humiliating. “In most

hotels,” he says, “the performer comes
down the service elevator through the
kitchen to the stage. That’s idiotic. . . .
For the hour or so you’re onstage,
you’re supposed to feel like a star.
But first you have to stand in the
kitchen listening to waiters yelling
*Hcy Charlie, bring some more soup.’
You’re all dressed in gowns or suits
and walking along a dirty floor. A
door separates you from total glamour
and total mess.”
Tuxedo transformation: But when
Sonny and Cher stepped out of the
kitchen to the stage, they were all
glamour. No more striped jeans and
“freak image.” Their clothing had be
come custom chic. Cher’s gowns were
sensational and Sonny's outfits were
stunning. Goodbye hippie garb; it was
time for a little Hollywood glitz. As
their new-found popularity built up
they developed a highly entertaining
club act with Sonny playing the
bumbler and Cher acting the part of a
dead pan, sexy put-down artist. Their
humor, which was never on view in
their earlier days, began to develop as
they started to fight their nervousness
by kidding each other between songs.

Sonny: Some people say I sing like
a frog.
(Cher pulls away.)
Cher: I think I just got a wart.
(Sonny reaches for her.)
I think you must be a horny toad.
Sonny: I feel like I’m getting
screwed.
Cher: I bet you’re not.
(Sonny laughs.)

Salvatore “Sonny” Bono: Sonny raced his
truck around L.A. trying to peddle songs,
and eventually landed a job as assistant
to the Beatles’ future producer, Phil
Spector.
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I would even lay you odds on it.
A singalog followed with "What
Now My Love.” “Once in a Lifetime,”
“Danny Boy.” “Something,” “Hey
Jude.” “I Got You Babe,” “The Beat
Goes On.” and on and on ... (all pre
served for posterity on the Sonny and
Cher Live album, Kapp Records).
Accidental jackpot: The grueling
evenings in the night clubs eventually
proved to be worth their weight in
gold. The pay-off came when the Merv
Griffin Show was headed for a rough
Academy Award Night problem:
Griffin was going to be away, and no
one who was anyone would pass up
the Awards program just to guest host
a show nobody was going to watch
anyway. The Griffin authorities were
rapidly losing hope when someone
suggested two young performers who
just might be desperate enough to
warm Merv's chair—Sonny and Cher.
But surprisingly, when the Bonos step
ped in front of the cameras that fate
ful night, somebody was watching. He
was a CBS vice president, and he
liked what he saw . . . liked it strong
ly enough to run right to producers
Chris Bearde and Alan Blye.
End of a losing streak: “When CBS
asked us to work on a summer re
placement series starring Sonny and
Cher,” says Bearde, “we immediately
said no. We had just come from a

very successful experience producing
the Andy Williams Show and quite
frankly we were not interested in
working with two losers like Sonny
and Cher. But CBS prevailed upon
us and since we wanted to establish
good relations with the network, we
decided to give it a try.’’
Chris went to see Sonny and Cher
at the Waldorf Astoria and was great
ly surprised. He met them back stage,
liked them and in no time was helping
them mold their club act into a tele
vision series.
“We took the minimum salaries,”
says Bcarde. “We put all the rest of
the money back into the show. And
we had quite a beautiful-looking sum
mer series.”
Return to rock and roll: Within
days the show was a huge success. “It
was the weirdest thing I've ever seen,”
says Bearde. “It was instant success.
Out of nowhere their records climbed
to the lop of the charts and the show
was totally accepted.”
Bearde feels that the depth of char
acter, the sense of humor and the
love for one another that Sonny and
Cher reveal on the show is responsible
for the program's success. The plan
now is to put them on this coming
season at an earlier time and to in
clude as their guests artists like Blood,
Sweat and Tears, Cat Stevens, Carole
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King, Paul McCartney’s Wings, Cros
by, Stills and Nash and Elton John.
“Our sound is all pre-recorded in a
recording studio,” Bearde confides.
“That’s why so many good people will
do our show. We place great import
ance on the sound and we would never
record in a TV studio. Yet even though
the music is pre-recorded, we always
try to do the vocals live.”
The Ferrari’s safe: So the success
of the summer series cleared the way
for Sonny and Cher to win a long and
juicy TV contract. Their records, to
day, are selling better than ever and
their concert bookings have skyrocket
ed. Sonny’s promise of three years ago
had con.c true. They were back on
lop, and their roles as stars, the man
sion, the three Mercedes, the Ferrari,
the jeep, the motor bike, and the four
remote controlled TV's (set up for
simultaneous viewing from a huge
marble oak bed) were saved. It was
an incredible amount of determination
and intelligence that helped Sonny and
Cher get back to the top. And finally,
when they put their signatures on a
four year deal to appear 72 weeks for
90 thousand a week at Las Vegas’ ex
clusive Caesar’s Palace, they scored
their final blow against an industry
that was squeezing them, only a few
short years ago, completely out of the
picture.

BETTER THAN A RESERVED SEAT
AT JAGGER’S BREAKFAST TABLE
...Peter Townshend lounged in a
swanky restaurant and rapped to
us about how synthesizers and mov
ie cameras could put the adrenaline
back in rock.
... Ringo settled himself by a swim
ming pool in Spain to tell us about
the days when Paul was hounding
him with a lawsuit.
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newsstand ten minutes after the
last copy of Circus disappeared.
You could have been in bed sick
with no one to run out and pick up
Circus for you. You could have been
standing by the magazine rack with
out a penny in your pocket while
the last Circus walked away with
someone else.
You could have been off in the
woods or up in the mountains or
just plain all-day spaced while that
newsstand man blew his last copies.
Man, how high and dry you could
have been.
BUT if you’d been clever, you
could have had it easy, safe, sure
and secure. With that man who's
never stopped by rain or sleet or
slush or snow slipping a fresh and
shiny Circus through that slot in
your door every month.
ROCK N ROLL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
■|

j Mail to:

...Alvin Lee fiddled with his clogs
in a record company office and ask
ed us to point out that “I’m Going
Home” is not where Ten Years After
is at.
...Dr. John The Night Tripper sat
down to a telephone in L A. and told
us how he got Mick Jagger and Eric
Clapton to play on his latest album.
And you could have missed it all.
You could have gotten to the
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new fork

our back pages
by Janis Schacht and Neil Kaempfer-Stocker
Blood, Sweat & Tears: Lottsa blues, but
no one to sing them.

Blood, Sweat &.
Tears, But No
Lead Singer
Blood, Sweat and Tears have
been suffering from lead singer prob
lems lately. First, David ClaytonThomas flew the coop, then they lost
their new lead singer Bobby Doyle.
It seems that nine of the BS&T mem
bers operated one way . . . and Doyle
was the odd man out.
Losing Doyle was quite a serious
thing for Blood, Sweat and Tears. It
forced the group to cancel a whole
month's worth of major concert dates,
including one at Carnegie Hall in New
York. But they do expect to find a
lead singer soon enough to play the
dates that were scheduled for this
month (June).
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Jack Bruce And
Linda Ronstadt?

Jack Bruce: An album you
hear of.

may never

The JCOA (Jazz Composers’ Or
chestra Association) has finally re
leased the long-awaited jazz-rock op
era “Elevator Over The Hill,” which
was composed for the JCOA by multi
instrumentalist Carla Bley. “Elevator
Over The Hill” was produced by
JCOA mastermind Mike Mantier and
essentially is a Jack Bruce and friends
three-LP set on which Bruce’s un
mistakably ripping bass and vocals
are supported by incredible perform
ances from John McLaughlin, Lin
da Ronstadt, Carla Bley, and ex
Manfred Mann vocalist, Paul Jones,
as well as the highly competent JCOA
orchestra.
Behind the album stands a rather
unusual musical organization. The
Jazz Composers’ Orchestra Associa
tion is no ordinary record company.
It’s a non-profit organization which
distributes its own LP’s by mail and
makes them available through a few
select record stores, then uses the
profits to finance musical experiments
that normal record labels would never
touch. “Elevator Over the Hill,” its
second release, is an exciting fusion
of avant-garde and traditional jazz
with Bruce’s involved rock overtones.
It shouldn’t be missed by any serious
student of tomorrow’s music.

Mark Farner:
still missing.

Two

Grand

Funkers

are

The Case of
the Missing Funk:
Farner Surfaces
Where are the missing threesome
known as Grand Funk Railroad? You
are not the only one asking that ques
tion. Ever since the day he received
a letter saying that the boys wanted
to sever connections with him, Grand
Funk’s former(?) manager Terry
Knight has been wondering the same
thing. Farner, Schacher and Brewer
seemed to have disappeared without
a trace until The Detroit Free Press
reported that lead guitarist Mark had
been working on “get-out-the-vote radio
commercials” with radical John Sin
clair’s Rainbow People’s Party. This
was not the first time Mark had been
involved in political activities. He
founded an “ecologically-oriented”
newspaper, The Freedom Reader, in
Flint, Michigan, before Grand Funk’s
Shea Stadium Concert last year, and
appeared onstage not long ago at a
benefit for the Flint Free Clinic with
his acoustic guitar to sing a new anti
pollution tune called “Flint, You’re
Making Me Sick.” The Detroit Free
Press reported that Mark had always
wanted to get more heavily involved
in radical causes, but Farner strongly
disagreed with that claim. “I am not
a radical by any means,” he said em
phatically to a Free Press reporter.
Then he gave his own feelings on the
steadily escalating legal battle with
Terry Knight. “All I want to do is
stay here in Michigan and try to do
something for the folks who have
been so good to us for three years.
When we get out of this mess—and
it is a mess—Grand Funk is gonna
be able to do a lot of things we were
not allowed to do before. I think the
good guys are gonna win.”

West, Bruce &. Laing Rumble Back To Oldies
est, Bruce and Laing have fin* *
ally played their New York de
but at Carnegie Hall, attracting an
older and more sullen crowd than the
Carnegie concerts usually draw. At the
first show Clive Davis—president of
Columbia Records made himself quite
conspicuous, which probably means
that Columbia is angling for the re
cording rights to this newest of super
groups.
The evening was opened by Cana
dian folk singer David Rea. David’s
been known to warm up the coldest
house with his impressive slide-guitar
and inventive material, but he just
couldn’t get to this audience. After
several valiant tries and one or two
near misses, he finally announced that
it was the rudest crowd he’d ever play
ed for and he couldn’t continue. The
fans, impatient for the main attrac
tion, were more than pleased to see
him walk off the stage.
The first house was obviously there

to see Leslie West, though the hysteri
cal first ovation that greeted the band
was for all three members. Some very
impressive musicianship in the loud
to deafening category went down on
that stage on this particular night.
Leslie West is certainly a great foil for
the subtleties of Jack Bruce’s superb
bass playing; and, when Bruce an
nounced Leslie West as “a better gui
tarist than Clapton,” we all knew that
this is one rock marriage that will
probably last.
Only one song, “The Doctor,” was
a West, Bruce & Laing composition,
but it couldn’t really be called an
original because the break was stolen
directly from The Kinks “You Really
Got Me.” The rest of the set was
flooded with memories of Cream and
Mountain. “Mississippi Queen" and
“Sunshine Of Your Love" received
overwhelming roars of approval. Yet,
right up until the very last encore, the
bitter aftertaste of the rough treat-

ment that had been dished out to the
opening act soured the excitement of
even the most enthusiastic ovations.

West, Bruce & Laing: What's tomorrow’s
group doing with yesterday’s songs?

Why Does A Youngblood Go Solo?

Jesse Colin Young: Watch out for
the rip-off.

“There are some tunes that I just
couldn’t get into with the Young
bloods,” Jesse Colin Young explain
ed sitting in the svelte New York
publicity office that the Warner Bro
thers’ people are so proud of. “We
just couldn’t get into playing them
right.”
There hasn’t been a break-up in the
long-standing relationship between
Youngbloods Jesse, Joe and Banana
. . . just a little period of leg stretch
ing. “That eventually comes because
you have guys who are developing a
musical direction that isn’t yours.
Banana tends towards bluegrass and
jazz, Joe’s into jazz and improvisa
tional music, and I’m into neither of
those directions, so there are some
tunes that we just couldn’t seem to
get it on with in the Youngbloods.
So I decided to record some of those
tunes outside of the group. I made the
album Together (Racoon/Warner Bro
thers) kind of on and off over a per
iod of fourteen months just recording
and making a lot of. mistakes and buy
ing microphones and learnin’ how to
do it; and now I’ve got an eight track
studio in my home, and I’m into en
gineering.”

The album America (Warners) and
the single “Horse With No Name”
have both been certified gold.
When America played New York
this spring they were second on the
bill to comedian Robert Klein. Dewey
Bunnell’s comment on American jour
nalists back then was, “Most journal
ists come to see you the first night
when all the sound faults happen and
you’re nervous and it sounds like shit
. . . then they review you!” America
will be here again in July, though they
probably will be back to shoot an
NET Television special before then.
This time they’re likely to find the
press a bit more friendly. And they
won’t be seconding the bill to anyone.
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New Clue To A Zeppelin Puzzle
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Zeppelin’s Robert Plant: Ecology and a
touch of black magic.

guitarist Jimmy
Led Zeppelin
Page has at last come forward to
’j last
unravel the puzzle of the group's
album cover and, while he’s at it, to
let out a few opinions that are con
siderably more personal. On the front
of Zeppelin’s LP was a framed pic
ture of an old man carrying an enor
mous bundle of branches. The picture
hangs on a peeling, half-demolished
wall. Beyond the wall several tall,
modern buildings tower over the roofs
and chimneys of a crumbling tene
ment. Is it just another perplexing
picture? Not on your life. Explains
Plant, “The old man carrying the
wood is in harmony with nature. He
takes from nature, and he gives back
to the land. It's a natural cycle—it’s
right. His old cottage gets pulled
down and they put him in these urban
slums . . . old slums, terrible places.”
But the symbolism doesn’t stop at
messages about ecology and urban

Ex-discotheque DJ Jeff Dexter, the
bloke whto discovered America, then
became their manager, has finally
confessed that he never really wanted
to meet the group at all, and that he
did everything in his power to keep
from hearing them. Not that he
thought America would be any worse
than the other fifty groups who tried
to capture his ear every week—it’s

renewal. Plant points out that the old
man is also the Hermit of the Tarot
cards—a symbol of self reliance and
mystic wisdom. Does this mystic ref
erence sound a little strange coming
from a straightforward rocker like
Plant? Then apparently you don’t
know Plant well enough. The black
arts have taken hold of his imagina
tion. In fact, he’s even moved into the
house once owned by 19th Century
black magician Aleister Crowley.
Crowley, who called himself “The
Beast,” was in the habit of sicking
whole teams of demons on his en
emies and surrounding himself with
sexually submissive women. But Rob
ert Plant doesn’t see the cult leader
once labeled by England’s newspapers
“the wickedest man in the world” as
a force of evil. The guitarist insists,
“Crowley's completely relevant to to
day. We’re still seeking for truth; the
search goes on.”
just that he didn't think they’d be any
better. The consequence? “I was try
ing to avoid them.” Meanwhile, things
were going so badly for Dexter that
he was “thinking of hitching around
the world.” If America hadn’t man
aged to play at a party Dexter attend
ed, Jeff might now be standing beside
a highway in Afghanistan getting cal
luses on his thumb.

Well, it’s here. Now everyone who
coudn’t get into Madison Square Gar
den is given a front row seat to the
Benefit Concert for Bangladesh. John
and Yoko Lennon were at the preview
in New York, which explains why all
the TV cameras were there. It’s funny,
they came to see the film but couldn’t
make it to the Garden.
What can you learn from the movie
that you would never have noticed at
the concert? A) Bob Dylan has blue
eyes. B) George Harrison has had
all his teeth capped. C) Even though
you couldn’t hear Badfinger at the con
cert or on the record they really were
there. D) Ringo Starr has a really
sweet, shy temperament. He really
seemed stunned by the volume of ap
plause he received for “It Don’t Come
Easy.”
Strangest moment? The walk from
the dressing room with Allen Klein,
Pete Bennett, Leon Russell, Ringo
Starr and George Harrison (the only
one not wearing black). It looked like
something straight out of Performance.
The audience seems to feel it too . . .
laughing but not actually laughing.
Note: Ravi Shankar asks the audi
ence not to smoke. During the rock
section how many famous musicians
could you see smoking?
The only sad thing about the film is
that though it’s a wonderful historical
documentary, the movie-goer will nev
er feel the excitement the people at
the Garden must have felt the night
Leon Russell, Ringo Starr, George
Harrison and Bob Dylan all sang to
gether.

Stones' Ex Walks

Out On
McCartney
A new passenger on Paul McCart
ney’s Wings Express left the train
almost as quickly as he’d gotten on.
Producer Glyn Johns, who’s helped
rock giants like The Who and the
Stones shape their sound, was brought
into London’s Olympia Studios to
help construct the next McCartney
LP, but stomped out a month later
muttering that the McCartneys were
so determined to have a good time
that they weren’t getting work done.
Guess not everyone appreciates a
twenty-day fiesta between the amps.

All the former Cream members but
Eric Clapton are finally churning out
new projects. First Jack Bruce poured
himself into a bowl with some chunks
from Mountain; and now drummer
Ginger Baker has his own dairy
recipe—a new group called Salt.
Baker has been marinating himself in
African music for over a year, and
Salt shows it: four of the band’s eight
members are Nigerians. The first taste
of the new ensemble will be served up
at the German Olympic Games in
August, but Salt will not be offered
as a main dish until their first Ameri
can tour at the end of the summer.
Said the white-suited Baker several
days before he swung into the driver’s
seat of his orange Range Rover for a
drive from London through Europe
and the Sahara to Nigeria, “We’re
going to see how it goes. I mean, if it’s
all just a plain non-starter, we’ll just
blow it out.”

Harry Nilsson:
Who Was That
Lady I Saw
You With?
At one end of the London studio
a cluster of singers in their late sixties
and seventies loosened their larynxes
with a chorus of “Way Down Upon
The Swanee River.” At the other, the
wrinkled senior citizens of the Henry
Krein Quartet—two accordionists, a
guitarist, and a drummer—adjusted
their bow ties, dinner jackets and
musical instruments. Suddenly the
door opened and two gentlemen step
ped in looking strangely out of place.
True, they were appropriately attired
in black suits with carnations in the
lapels, but they were both definitely
less than fifty five ... far less. The
intruders, one of whom promptly set
tled himself at the big black grand
piano, were Harry Nilsson and his
producer Richard Perry, finishing
their latest collaboration, an LP ten
tatively titled Don’t Hock Your Axe.
An ordinary day at Trident Studios
would have found them working with
mundane mortals like Ringo Starr,

Nicky Hopkins, Klaus Voorman and
former Humble Pieman Peter Framp
ton. But today was no ordinary day.
They were cutting a track called “I’d
Rather Be Dead,” and had decided
to get a little authentic on-thc-brinkof-the-gravc style backing from the
over-sixty-five set. Did the fifty-eight
oldsters gathered for the occasion
agree with the sentiments of the song?
Probably not. But as one 77-year-old
spinster confided, "We’ve never been
asked to make a record before.”
Harry Nilsson: In one corner, a 96-yearold singer was loosening her larynx.

3X&3X& Emerson's Organ Retaliates =3X33X8
Emerson, Lake and
Palmer’s
roadies got a standing ovation on their
latest trip to New York. That’s right,
before the terrible trio even set foot
on the stage of the Academy Of Mu
sic the fans were jumping on their
seats screaming for their idols.
E.L.P. really seems to live up to
the audience’s expectations. Although
it seemed strange that Keith Emerson
saved up his most spectacular thea
trics for the encore. In one brief twen
ty-minute span Emerson (emblazened
in gold and blue) stabbed his ampli
fiers, stomped on his organ, then lay
down beneath the instrument as if in
penance for all he’d done to it before.
He prostrated himself and let the or-

gan step on him!
It was, as usual, a very fine concert.
What with the superb renditions of
“Take A Pebble,” “Lucky Man,” “Tarkus” and excerpts from “Pictures At
An Exhibition,” who could have asked
for more? The audience obviously
knew they could because Emerson.
Lake and Palmer came back and die
a breathtaking combination of “Ron
do” and “Nutrocker.” Other Emer
son, Lake and Palmer news: there’s a
film on the way of E.L.P. performing
"Pictures At An Exhibition." As soon
as the movie has a distributor it will
be out in the neighborhood theaters.
And if what rumor says about the
flick is true, it’s a real mind-blower.

Keith Emerson: Emerson was under the
instrument.
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Jacoba Atlas

James Taylor
and Carol King:
Politics Threw Them
Out Of Hiding

Carol King: Tempting her out of seclusion
was like charming the birds out of the
trees.

■

Sometimes you want like hell to be
spoiled by success, but success just
won’t cooperated. This seems to be
Yes' lead vocalist Jon Anderson’s
problem. He's trying to move into the
kind of obnoxious luxury that his
new-found wealth allows, but can’t
seem to find a house that suits his pur
poses. So Anderson and wife Jenny
continue to bed down in a basement
apartment adjacent to London’s Earl’s
Court Road.
Anderson also envies the onstage
flamboyance of singers like Rod Stew
art, but can’t bring himself to break
with his quiet ways. “If I jig up and
down I think, ‘Oh, Joe Cocker used
to do that’.” Nonetheless, Jon explains
that his meekness has not gotten him
completely cowed: “I have been going
crazy with my tambourine lately.”
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persuading Carole King and James
1 Taylor to perform at the George
McGovern benefit concert in L.A. was
no mean feat. Actor Warren Beatty
ran into his first roadblock the mo
ment he called James Taylor. Taylor
agreed to participate, but only if
Carole King would come as well.
Beatty then phoned Carole’s producer
and close friend Lou Adler, and col
lided with obtsacle number two. When
he asked for Ms. King's aid, Adler
gave him a regretful but emphatic
“no,” and explained that Carole had
resolved never, never to perform so
soon after the birth of her third child.
But the adamant actor-turned-organizer asked to speak to the singer per
sonally, and Adler put through the
call. Apparently the ploy worked, for
Beatty—who could charm the pro
verbial birds out of the trees—con
vinced Carole to come out of seclu
sion for the first time since the sum
mer of 1971.
The L.A. concert was by no means
Beatty’s only honey-tongued triumph
over the impossible. For his next
McGovern concert (in Cleveland,
Ohio) he lured an equally elusive pair
of stars out of hiding: Paul Simon
and Joni Mitchell. It just goes to
show that there are still a few rulers
of the rock world to whom political
principles mean as much as money
. . . when the principles come from
the lips of a sufficiently wiley organi
zer.

Linda Ronstadt has moved from
Capitol records to David Geffen’s
Asylum, which also features Jackson
Browne, Joni Mitchell and others.
Neil Diamond is recording another
album here for Uni. Peter Town
shend’s solo album is due out at any
time. MCA, his record label, knows
absolutely nothing else about it. Jackson Browne is gathering original ma
terial for his second album to be re
corded upon his return from his
European tour.

Ronstadt Joins Joni
Linda Ronstadt: Label hopping.
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Lady Luck seems determined to
destroy Deep Purple’s American tours
no matter how hard the band tries to
dodge her darts. Last fall she took
aim at vocalist Ian Gillan and downed
him with hepatitis while the group
was in mid-tour, forcing them to cut
the tour short and head dejectedly
back to England. This time around,
the Dismal Dame encouraged Purple’s
organ and drum kit to fall off the rear
of a truck. Then she knocked out a
limousine they were about to use with
flames and brought another limo to
a halt with a flat tire. And just to
show that her quiver wasn't empty,
Ms. Luck shot down Ritchie Blackmore with the same illness she’d used
so effectively on Gillan during the
last trip to the States. But the band
was not about to be stopped. They
vowed to finish the last dates of their
junket even though Blackmore was
laid up. After trying to persuade Al
Kooper to fill the empty guitar slot
and failing, they finally recruited for
mer Spirit show-stealer Randy Cali
fornia. Yet, somehow, the substitute
sound just wouldn’t jell. Did the Mis
tress of Misfortune finally succeed in
stopping the Purple tour? Unfortu
nately, yes.

Mark/Almond has expanded to a
six man band with the addition of
Geoff Condon, a top English session
man who plays french horn, trumpet,
cornet and valve trombone. The
“new” Mark/Almond will make their
debut next week.
• Cheech and Chong make their first
television appearance this fall on a seg
ment of “Rolling on the River” with
Kenny Rogers and the First Edition.
• The Guess Who are now in the
process of cutting their eighth LP for
RCA in the studios here in Los An
geles.
• Joy of Cooking has a new album
out called Castles (on the Capitol
label) recorded in Berkeley, Califor-

nia. The final mix-down for the album
was done in Los Angeles; and there
is now talk that the two women in the
band, Toni Browne and Terry Garthwaite, will split from the group and
do a solo-duet album.
• Lou Adler’s Ode company is so
happy with a promotional film on
Carole King they have set up a whole
new division to provide promotional
rock films in the future.
• People are amazed at the skill of
David Cassidy’s “How Can I Be
Sure.’’ Even hipper-than-thou listeners
are admitting this one sounds good.
• Jesus Christ Superstar will start
filming in Israel on August 10th. Prcrecording of lhe films music is now

taking place in London with the full
London Philharmonic Orchestra un
der the personal direction of com
poser Lloyd Webber. As of this writ
ing, no “star” has been signed to play
the title role.
• Reports are out that Marc Bolan
will score a Fellini movie, although
no one has said which movie. The
famed Italian director has recently
completed shooting an epic called
Roma, but no confirmation has been
forthcoming as to whether or not this
is the film Marc Bolan is scoring.
• And Quincy Jones is composing a
tribute to Malcolm X for the Los An
geles Philharmonic.

Mark Almond: Big enough to be a gang.

Once in awhile an act comes along
that may not be strictly Circus Maga
zine’s main musical diet, but must
not be ignored. The new Stevie Won
der is one of those.
He’s not really a “new” Stevie Won
der, that would be an awful loss; but
his scope haa widened to such a de
gree that to jazz buffs he wails, to
R&B boppers he swings as good as
ever, and to the reams of folks in the
rock realm he gets it on. There’s no
way Stevie and his new group can
miss.
His musicians—sporting two sax, a
trumpet, trombone, drums, conga,
bass, and' guitars—and his three back
up ladies are all super.
Stevie plays drums, piano, organ,
harp, synthesizer and (ready?) harpsi
chord. Just an old run of the mill
everyday genius.
Mr. Stevie Wonder in indeed a
wonder, he has brought together a
group that can fit into any kind of
auditorium, park, or hall and com
mand the adulation of long hairs,
short hairs, and bald heads alike.
Unreal.

King Crimson
Finally Splits
(Again?)
King Crimson has broken up for
the last time. No more concert tours
are expected. Robert Fripp. the mas
termind of the group, reports that
Crimson freaks will have one more
album. About eighteen hours worth
of live tapes were made on the
group’s spring tour. The best moments
of these tapes have already been edit
ed into an LP. Something to remem
ber them by? (Note: Robert Fripp
tells us that when he originally found
Greg Lake, the bass guitarist was
cleaning toilets at Victoria Station in
London . . . you’ve come a long way
since then Greg.)

Robert Fripp: One more LP, and that’s it.

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
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**. . . that one day, man, had better
be your life . . .”

Tt was unmistakably Janis, even if
JL it was hard to believe. The audi
ence packed into the Fillmore West
stood up instinctively as she rushed
onstage in her pinks and purple, beads
and bangles against the cowboy cool
of the newly re-formed Big Brother.
It was mid-April, 1970, and Janis and
Big Brother had come together one
last time to create one of those rare
moments in rock where, for an in
stant, the past is magically recaptured.
It had been Bill Graham’s inspiration.
The group he’d booked for that night
had not shown up. Word got around
that Big Brother and Janis—who had
not played together for two years—
had been jamming over at the Family
Dog; and Graham, who must have a
sentimental streak as well as an eye
for the sensational, brought them to
gether and for an evening at least
brought back some of the old lysergic
glamour.
The sweet gift of a sour note:
Janis was feeling good. She’d just
returned from the Brazilian jungle
where she’d gone to rest and dr}' out.
She was in the process of assembling
what was to be her last group, the
Full Tilt Boogie Band, and she
brought along her bass player to the
gig. Brad Campbell. Big Brother had
added Nick Gravenites, an old friend
of Janis’, to the group; but aside from
that the planks of the Fillmore stage
were bearing the weight of vintage
Big Brother. It was obvious from the
way Janis belted out the old songs
that she was digging it, yet she seemed
pissed ofT that the band had forgotten
the old tunes. ‘‘We’re really dredgin’
up the past fer ya, folks,” she said
with her finger characteristically on
the pulse of the evening.
“I was so jacked they’d asked me
to sing with them.” Janis recalled
later that year. "We hugged and kiss
ed. siltin’ on the floor drinkin’ tequila
and talkin’ about old times. I remem
ber walkin’ onstage and saying, ‘It’s
so nice to play with friends . . . my
people, man.’ But you can’t go home
again, you can’t go back, right? They
didn't remember any of our old songs.
They didn't even remember ‘Piece Of
My Heart.’ I was crushed. So we
just made up a song.”
The song Janis and Nick Grav
enites made up on that evening of
resurrected memories is the incredible
“Ego Rock,” a fourteen minute blues
eight
(here pared down to an essential
<
minutes) that is aboutt as autobio
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graphical as Janis ever got: “I just
had to get outta Texas, baby/Well it
was bringing me down,” adding what
was obviously painfully true, ‘‘I’ll
never call Texas my home. . .
Nick
saved this confessional, almost morose
extravaganza from getting top-heavy
with his whimsical lyrics delivered in
the gravelly Gravenites style. Starting
out from the quick summary of Janis’
Texas exodus (“came out of Texas,
baby, all you had was your name”)
he somehow rambled into a wry card
game with the king of the cowboy
millionaires (“. . . dealt an ace to
the qucen/Tell you I played scrabble
with LBJ”).
The man who put the LP together:
Gravenites’ and Joplin's spur-of-themoment tour de force (“Ego Rock")
is one of fourteen songs from the
double "live” album Janis In Con
cert (on Columbia Records), which
spans Janis’ career—from her early
days with Big Brother through the
dissolution of her ties with the group
and some of the last dates she played
with the Full Tilt Boogie Band in the
summer of 1970. Elliot Mazer, the
album’s producer, has spent the last
year selecting, editing, and remixing
the album from the hundreds of hours
of tapes stacked in Columbia’s base
ments. Mazer is in a unique position
to decide what should be released and
what should remain in the vaults,
since he worked with Janis on the
final mix of the only other Joplin
album that contains “live” material,
Cheap Thrills.
Two sides of Janis In Concert arc
devoted to Janis with Big Brother
and two sides to Janis with Full Tilt.
The fourteen tracks of music inter
spersed with ten stage raps, introduc
tions and breaks in the songs comprise
the bulk of Janis’ stage repertoire—
that is. almost everything Janis ever
sang. "You have to remember,” Ma
zer explains, “that Janis flashed up
out of nowhere in 1967. In two years,
there was little time for her to build
up a large repertoire of songs she
could sing onstage. There were per
haps twenty songs in all. Some songs
like “Turtle Blues’ she just couldn’t
do live. And there were duplications:
for instance,' ‘Cuckoo’ and ‘Combina
tion Of The Two’ are essentiallyj the
same song, so what we 1have
----- 'in this
collection is the height of Janis’ art
as a p-"
r-------- ’I think if Pearl is the
performer.
best studio album" Janis ever did,
these albums capture Janis at her best
onstage.”
Under the trees in the park: The
earliest of the tracks go back to 1967

when Janis and Big Brother were still
very much of a unit. They were just
beginning to establish a reputation
for themselves outside the Haight as
one of the really heavy San Francisco
groups. It was a happy time for Janis,
too, before any of the ugly problems
had arisen. And in spite of the fact
that Big Brother were not always so
together as musicians, the energy they
generated was incredible. On weekend
afternoons Big Brother, Country Joe,
and the Dead would play free under
the trees in the two-block wide Pan
handle of Golden Gate Park; and at
night they would retire to San Fran
cisco's huge, chairless ballrooms,
where freaks would gather to bathe
themselves in phosphorescent black
light and dance free form to the
music.
Henry Owsley the Third was a
constant and welcome presence in the
crowds, often distributing enormous
quantities of acid to everyone who
wanted it. Another of Owsleys’ talents
(he is currently serving time for his
chemical dexterity) was his ability to
handle a sound system, and during
the early days of the Haight he and
Dan Nealy occasionally set up record
ing equipment backstage and made a
number of two track tapes of bands
at the open air freakouts in the park’
and at the Carousel and Avalon ball
rooms. Three tracks on the In Con
cert album—“Roadblock.” “Flower
In The Sun,” and her classic version
of “Summertime"—were all recorded
by Owsley at the Carousel sometime
in 1967; and the funky climate of
San Francisco in the summer of love
-a summer of light shows, strobe
’ , and the quest for good vibes—
lights,
projected into the music.
is beautifully
b—
The big blow up: By early 1968
number of stresses had begun to
split Janis from Big Brother. The
Monterey Festival had catapulted her
into stardom, but even backstage and
in the motel rooms of Monterey peo
ple were telling her that she should
forget Big Brother and put together
a more professional band. And Janis,
on the advice of friends and her new
manager, Albert Grossman, was be
ginning to wonder if Big Brother—
who had been known on occasion to
play out of tune and out of time—
were going to wreck her chances of
making it. The confrontations be
tween Janis and Big Brother became
more aggravated as time went on
until at a concert at the Grande Ball
room in Detroit, during March of
1968, things finally came to a head
when the group finished its set and

Backstage With 'Janis In Concert'—
Four Small Tales of The Texas Lady
by David Dalton, author of ‘Janis’ (published by.Simon and Schuster)
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In the moments before and after the recording of Janis In Concert
Joplin slammed through some of the most critical dramas of her career.

went back to the dressing room. Janis
laced into the band for not being up
to scratch, and Big Brother was tired
of hearing Janis bitch.
It was the beginning of the end, but
from the two tracks on this album
recorded at that concert, “Down On
Me” and “Piece Of My Heart,” it
would be hard to guess that all this
was going on in the background. “Bye
Bye Baby,” recorded at the Winter
land Ballroom in San Francisco the
next month is one of the last dates
Janis was to play with Big Brother.
A few months later she began forming
the ill-fated band that appeared on
Kozmic Blues.
Janis felt the horn section and
Motown-like lineup would be a better
match for her voice; and in any case,
she had finally grown bored with the
blues/psychedelic bag she had been
into with Big Brother. She looked to
the fresh band as a new beginning,
a chance to satisfy her desperate hun
ger for attention, and an opportunity
to prove that she could do on her own
what she had done with Big Brother.
But by the end of 1969 the group’s
failure had blown her confidence and
had pushed her into a descending
spiral of self-destruction.
One last long fling: Towards the
end, when she was singing with the
Full Tilt Band, Janis had begun to
recapture some of the feeling she’d
had in her early San Francisco days
with Big Brother. She was by this time
too big a star to revert completely
to the loose, amateurish performances
of the outdoor concerts in the park,
but she had regained her confidence,
and Full Tilt, even if they didn’t have
the mythical aura of Big Brother, were
the best band Janis ever played with.
Three months before her death,
Janis set out with Full Tilt along with
the Grateful Dead, Delaney and Bon
nie, The Band, Eric Andersen and
an assorted company of freaks on a
five day train trip across Canada as
part of the Festival Express. With
nowhere to go and nothing to do on
the train except play together and
have a good time, the tour turned into
a week-long party which culminated
in a last crazy night in the small cow
boy town of Calgary.
The concert had begun and the
madness was already well under way
before Janis appeared onstage, bottle
in hand. Buddy Guy had rolled off
the stage in full frenzy, and in the
wings agents of the mescal deity,
armed with atomizers, were spraying
acid into the drinks of the revelers.
A miniature bar car (symbol of the
train's liquid atmosphere) and a crate
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of tequila were hauled onstage, pre
sented by Janis to the Festival’s pro
moters. and promptly consumed by
performers and friends. It was an
ecstatic evening—Janis said it was the
happiest time she’d had since she left
home in Port Arthur, and it was
hard not to think of the wild days
of early psychedelia and Janis’ be
ginnings with Big Brother at the Ava
lon Ballroom.
And then . . . she left: The last
track of Janis In Concert contains
one especially intimate moment which
distills the heady spirits of this even
ing in Calgary. It happened during the
vamp in “Ball And Chain”—a free
space which Janis sometimes used to
talk or bitch or just walk around the
stage and act foxy. This particular
evening she took advantage of the

opening in the lyrics to deliver an
unusually long and personal rap on
time, a little poignant kozmic advice
addressed as much to herself as to
her audience:
“I don’t understand why half the
world is still cryin’,” says Janis step
ping to the edge of the stage, her
words booming out into the clear
summer night as if the sound of her
voice had suddenly awakened her,
“when the other half of the world is
still cryin’ too, man. I can’t get it
together ... I mean if you got a cat
for one day, man . . . well I tell you
that one day, man, had better be your
life . . . you gotta call that love, man
... if you got it today you don’t want
it tomorrow, man . . . cause, as a
matter of fact, tomorrow never hap
pens.”
•

-^1
MUSIC

Onstage Janis was belting out songs with
the explosive aching that made her a
legend. But behind the curtain she was
caught up in bitchiness and bewilderment.

Big Brother had forgotten all her old num
bers. "I was crushed,” Janis said, but she
improvised a song to fill the empty
spaces.

By the time they recorded "Down On
Me” and "Piece Of My Heart,” it was
the beginning of the end.
Photos: Julio Snow
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The Stones Before They Hit The Rood
^A/hile back in Britain critics carped

A

The Stones before they left L.A. for their
39 day assault on North America.

0

’
that the glitter of the Rolling
Stones is shrinking with age, 8,000
miles away in Los Angeles, Jagger,
Richard and the rest of the quintet
finished recording Exile On Main
Street (on the Rolling Slones label),
then rode olf across the earth’s face
like restless giants for whom this mor
tal globe has become too small, too
confining. Mick himself fled across
the Pacific Ocean to the distant island
of Tahiti, then returned to New York
in a blaze of splendor—dropping in
al a lofty society cocktail party long
enough to stun a select crowd of ac
tors, princes. Senators and authors
. . . being seen dining at Orsini’s with
the president of Atlantic Records . . .
and making a splash in the local news
papers every step of the way. Richard,
Walts and Taylor crossed the ocean
and disappeared in the sunny, treecovered
countryside
of
southern
France, where they have their homes,
their wives, their horses and their
dogs. And Wyman lost himself in the
narrow, cobbled alleys of his native
England.
Six weeks later the last remaining
team of Sixties rock demigods recrossed the continents and came to
gether again in L.A.. where they had
rented opulent mansions to wait out
the final birth traumas of the new LP.
After one last week of rehearsals, they
were ready to assault the slumbering
cities of North America with the
splendor of a decade that is slowly
fading into memory. Flanked by a
party of 24 (soundmen, security
guards, accountants, etc.) they board
ed a jet and took off for Vancouver,
the first of 30 stops that would keep
them busy for a total of nearly 40
days. It was, as one British writer put
it, the return of the Rolling Stones
from exile. And it was magnificent. •

by Howard Bloom
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Where
To See
The Stones
Roll
Here are
the 23 places
a here

the Stones
plan to unleash their
power between now
and July 29.
June 15 — University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
June 16 — Coliseum, Denver, Colorado
June 18 — Sports Arena, Minneapolis,
Minnesota
June 19, 20 — Amphitheater Interna
tional, Chicago, Illinois
June 22 — Municipal Auditorium, Kan
sas City, Missouri
June 24 — Tarrant County, Ft. Worth,
Texas
June 25 — Hoffeinz Pavilion, Houston,
Texas
June 28 — University of Alabama, Tus
caloosa, Alabama
July 4 — R.F.K. Stadium, Washington,
D. O.
July 5 — The Scope, Norfolk, Virginia
July 6 — Coliseum, Charlotte, North
Carolina
July 7 — Civic Arena, Knoxville, Ken
tucky
July 9 — Kiel Auditorium, St. Louis,
Missouri
July 11 — Rubber Bowl, Akron, Ohio
July 12 — Convention Center, Indian
apolis, Indiana
July 13, 14 — Cobo Hall, Detroit,
Michigan
July 15 — Maple Leaf Gardens, Tor
onto, Canada
July 17 — Forum, Montreal, Canada
July 18 — Boston Gardens, Boston,
Massachusetts
July 20, 21 — Spectrum, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
July 22 — Civic Arena, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania
July 24, 26 — Madison Square Gar
den, New York City, New York
July 29 — Municipal Auditorium,
Nashville, Tennessee
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